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EFFECTS OF ADMINISTRATION'S FISCAL YEAR
1984 BUDGET ON TRAINING AND EMPLOY-
MENT PROGRAMS

MARCH 7. 1983

HOUSE OF' REPRESENTATIVES,
TASK FORCE ON EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT,

COMMITTEE ON THE BUDGET,
Washington, D.C.

The task force met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room 210.
Cannon House Office Building, Hon. Richard A. Gephardt (chair-
man of the task force) presiding.

Mr. GEPHARDT. Good morning and welcome. This is the third in a
set of hearings on education and employment by the Education and
Employment Task Force of the Budget Committee pursuant to
trying to put together the specific pieces of the 1984 budget.

In today's hearing we will be concentrating on the effects of the
administration's 1984 budget on training and employment pro-
grams. We are fortunate to have with us today a panel of local
elected officials. I would appreciate it if they would come as a
panel. Paula Mac Dwaine, commissioner, Montgomery County,
Ohio, representing the National Association of Counties; Donald
Fraser. a former colleague and friend who is mayor of Minneapolis,
Minn., representing the National League of Cities, and Art Hol-
land, mayor of Trenton, N.J., who vill be representing the U.S.
Conference of Mayors.

We are pleased to have you here. We appreciate your taking the
time to be with us this morning, and we look forward to your testi-
mony, at the end of which we will engage in some question and
answer.

Ms. MacIlwaine, why don't you begin your testimony? Your writ-
ten testimony will be made a part of the record and we would be
happy to have any statement you care to make.

STATEMENT OF PAULA MacILWAINE. COMMISSIONER, MONT-
GOMERY COUNTY, OHIO, REPRESENTING THE NATIOrAL ASSO-
CIATION OF COUNTIES, ACCOMPANIED BY MATTHEW B.
COFFEY. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NACo
Ms. MAcILwAINE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Paula MacIl-

waine, commissioner of Montgomery County, Ohio. 1 chair the Em-
ployment Steering Committee of the National Association of Coun-
tiec. I am accompanied today by Matthew B. Coffey, executive di-
rector of the National Association of Counties.

(1)
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We are here today to support Federal job creation. Our Nation'L;
unemployment rate is expected to remain: at nearly 1() percent for
another year. That means 115 million people out of work.

Minority youth unemployment is a staggering 50 percent. My
home State ranked fourth in the Nation with an unemployment
rate over 14 percent in December and 712,000 people out of work;
47,80( live in Montgomery County. Our unemployment rate has
just been announced as 12.7 percent.

We need jobs now and we can't wait. Last fall, Congress author-
ized funds for highways and mass transit. Most of these funds are
for equipment, materials, and capital assistance. There is no re-
quired percentage for wages, and no guarantee that the unem-
ployed will be hired.

Last week the House passed an urgent supplemental bill for
public works and humanitarian relief. But we also need jobs. We
need them now, not a year from now. Those who need them most
are those who have been out of work the longest.

Simply stated, we want to be sure that there will he a phase ill as
promised, and that this phase II will bring Federal job creation to
the focal level. When I meet with the residents in my county who
have been unemployed, I need to be able to tell them, "I know that
there will be 10, 20, 50, or 100 jobs tomorrow, next week or by
done."

I wish these jobs could be found in the private sector. Even if the
economy is on the rebound, employment always lags behind other
economic indicators.

In Ohio we have several plant shutdowns that we know will
never open up again. It will be some time before the private sector
can generate the number of jobs needed in my county.

I wish that local government had the funds to provide jobs local-
ly. But several forces have been at work to reduce local govern-
ment resources to an all-time low.

We have had massive cuts in Federal aid combined with in-
creased Federal mandates; higher operating costs; no slackening off
in the demand for services; a reduced tax base resulting in cash
flow problems; continued high interest rates for governments
trying to borrow funds; and a reduction in the attractiveness of
local bonds.

Adding to that all of the people who are unemployed are no
longer paying taxes, so our tax base is being reduced also for that
reason.

I wish that training alone would solve the problem. But training
does not put food on the table, or pay the mortgage. I do not know
anyone with a crystal ball who can predict where training now will
guarantee a job tomorrow. From all I have heard economists say,
we are undergoing a fundamental shift in our economy.

The steel and auto industries will come back, but they will never
again provide the number of jobs they provided in the past. We are
moving toward a high-tech, post-industrial economy.

There are graduates from computer school who discover that 3
months of training is no ticket to a secure future. Training is valu-
able and will pay off in the long run. But what is needed now is a
short-term, immediate jobs program.

f)



NACo does have uncles supporting certain principles that we
believe should be contained in any job creation legislation. Such a
bill should

Guarantee a quick start. using local governments as service
deliverers with e.xpe!ience in employment prograns, a proven
track record, and accountability fur public funds;

Limit the length of enrollment, and tie appropriations to unem-
ployment to underscore the temporary, emergency nature of this
measure:

Supplement, rather than replace, existing efforts under the Job
Training Partnership and Wagner-Peyser Acts: .

Provide for the equitable distribution of Federal funds to units of
general local government based on local needs factors;

Target funds to communities hardest hit by unemploymentthis
is an essential part of what we Ore representing;

Restrict hiring, to the long-term unemployed;
Maximize Federal dollars for jot- creation to insure that, for the

dollars spent, the greatest number of individuals can be hired and
the predominant share of funds goes for wages rather than materi-
als;

Pay people for productive work;
Permit flexibility at the local level to tailor the program te the

needs of the community. selecting flow a wide range of allowable
activities: and

Balance the needs for infrastructure rep:1:r with the needs for
basic human services.

For each $1 billion appropriated, we have heard that 100,00() of
the unemployed could be placed in annual jobs paying $10,000 and
the national unemployment rate could be reduced by 1 percent. Es-
timates as to how much Congress is willing to appropriate vary
from to $8 billion.

We are concerned that $10,000 a year may be lower than average
entry level wages in some areas of the country and hope that per-
haps this index can be edged upwaid in such cases.

Local governments participated in job creation efforts 7 years
ago. We set a record then, hiring more than 450,000 unemployed in
public jobs between May 13, 1977 and March 3, 1978. The rate is
impressive. We could do it again, but we would prefer a more grad-
ual buildup, and some assurances with regard to liability.

New job oration must not come at the expense of current com-
mitments to job training, at a minimum, we need $2.4 billion in
Fiscal year 1984 for title II-A of the Job Training Partnership Act.

Of the $2.48 billion, $1.9 billion would go to local areas, which is
the same amount available currently. Some local areas will gain
and some will lose, even if the total of $1.9 billion remains the
same, since the formula factors have changed and there is no sub-
state hold-harmless provision.

In addition, in order to support the new program year concept in
the Job Training Partnership Act, 9 months of forward funding is
required. Assuming that at least $3.48 billion will be needed for
titles II-A. II-B, and III for 12 months, then an additional $2.61 bil-
lion is required in forward funding. This does not include an infla-
tion factor of 5 to 10 percent, which should be built into any projec-
tions.
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Now I have highlighted the need and our recommendations onjob creation and on job training, let me tell you a little bit about
Montgomery County and what we would do if we had some job cre-ation funds.

With past job funds, Montgomery County staffed positions withthe United Way to handle suicide prevention hot lines; placed
teacher aides in the child development center to provide quality
clay care for working parents; hired a driver to the senior citizen
center to bring the elderly into the center for activities and takethem to medical appointments; provided social service trainees for
the Legal Aid Society, one of whom has since gone on to run a free
neighborhood law clinic; hired and trained individuals to become
emergency medical technicians assigned to Box 21 and volunteer
rescue groups; provided recreational leaders at youth camps andthe YMCA; hired and trained home health aides to go into thehomes of the elderly and sick and provide care where hospitaliza-
tion was not necessary; set up a part-time security patrol designed
to prevent vandalism and crime; and funded a unique programcalled Can-A-Lot, which taught low income people how to can andpreserve their homegrown fruit and vegetables so food would be
available throughout the year.

With public works funds 7 years ago, Montgomery County ren-
ovated and occupied two floors of the 11-story Riebold Building.
The move enabled us to improve the coordination of county serv-ices by locating all the human resource agencies in one place.

Since then, additional funds have become available to refurbishthe rest of the building what has now become the centerpiece of
the downtown revitalization project.

At the same time, Dayton used its public works funds to convert
a deteriorating old school into a career academy which today is the
city's principal vocational school.

Dayton also used public works funds to upgrade street .

sidewalks, and lighting in the Oregon district, an area listed on theNational Registry of Historic Districts. The city's investmentspurred further development by private investors.
The area has become a major entertainment district with shops

and restaurants for visitors attending events at the nearby conven-tion center.
In closing, let me add that we welcome any opportunity to work

with task force members further on job creation efforts. We appre-
ciate the opportunity to appear at this hearing. We look forward to
answering your questions.

[Testimony resumes on p. 11.]
[The prepared statement of Ms. Macllwaine follows:]
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PREPARE!) STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER PAULA MACILWAINE

MR. CHAIRMAN, MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE, MY NAME IS PAULA

MacILdAINE, COMMISSIONER OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY, OHIO, t CHAIR THE

EMPLOYMENT STEERING COMMITTEE OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES.

I AM ACCOMPANIED TODAY BY MATTHEW B. COFFEY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES,

THE NEED IS GREAT

WE ARE HERE TODAY TO SUPPORT FEDERAL JOB CREATION. OUR NATION'S

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE IS EXPECTED TO REMAIN AT NEARLY 10 PERCENT FOR

ANOTHER YEAR, THAT MEANS 11.5 MILLION PEOPLE OUT OF WORK. MINORITY

YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT IS A STAGGERING 50 PERCENT. MY HOME STATE RANKED

FOURTH IN THE NATION WITH AN UNEMPLOYMENT RATE OVER 14 PERCENT IN

DECEMBER AND 712,000 PEOPLE OUT OF WORK. 33,000 LIVE IN MONTGOMERY

COUNTY. THE NEEDS OF THESE PEOPLE FOR JOBS MUST BE MET, WE CANNOT

WAIT

LAST FALL, CONGRESS AUTHORIZED FUNDS FOR HIGHWAYS AND MASS TRANSIT,

MOST OF THESE FUNDS ARE FOR EQUIPMENT, MATERIALS, AND CAPITAL ASSISTANCE,

THERE IS NO REQUIRED PERCENTAGE FOR WAGES, AND NO GUARANTEE THAT THE UNEMPLOYED

WILL BE HIRED,

LAST WEEK THE HOUSE PASSED AN URfieTr aPREENTAL DILL FOR PUBLIC 'WORKS AND

HIANTARIAN RELIEF.

BUT WE ALSO NEED JOBS, WE NEED THEM NOW, NOT A YEAR FROM NOW, AM)

THOSE dHO NEED THEM MOST ARE THOSE WHO HAVE BEEN OUT OF WORK THE LONGEST.

.THE NAT:CNAL ;SSCCIATI:N 0: COUNTIES IS THE ONLY NATIONAL ORGANIZATION RE-DRESENT:NG OLNTY GOVERNMENT IN THE UNITED STATES. THROUGH 175 MEmBERSHIR;
URBAN, SUBURBAN AND RURAL COUNTIES .;OIN TOGETHER TO BUILD EFFECTIVE; RE-
SPONSIVE COUNTY GOVERNMENT. THE GOALS OF THE ORGANIZATION ARE TO: IMPROVE
COUNTY GOVERNMENTS; SERVE AS THE NATIONAL SPOKESMAN FOR COUNTY GOVERNMENT;
ACT AS A LIAISON 3ETNEEN THE NATION'S COUNTIES AND OTHER LEVELS OF GOVERN-
MENT; ACHIEVE PUBLIC UNDERSTANDING OF THE ROLE OF COUNTIES IN THE FEDERAL
SYSTEM,
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,T;Jr..-22, NE ,r4,CT EE IRE Cr THERE SILL SE A 'PHASE II" AS PRO'lkcJ,

4iT., THAT 7HII II" wIL L ER11.3 FL. ,OB CREATION I.: THE LOCAL LEVU-

: FlIT Tr-E EIjTC : N Y 20t T'K HAVE C8 tS , I 1:T2 TO

IL TELL 7E1, " I ,.C1. 76AT THERE .wILL CL 10, 20, CO CR ICC L.::.

112PPN, 1ECT wEF:, IR :?r"

I ,4!.2,H FrELE JOSS ICL: CE a,' IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR, EVEN IF THE

.14 7HE REBSUND, 2.P.DMENT ALAS LAGS BEriM OTHER ECONOMIC

INDICATOK). IT 41- BE 311E TUT ::r:FORE THE PRIVATE SECTOR CAN ZERATE 1}F

IN .1`i cam-y,

: «ILH THAT LOCAL aNEFSTENT -AD THE UDS TO PFIE JOBS LOCALLY. BUT

...E/E'AL FORCES HAVE AT 'ACRE TO RDUCE LOCAL GCNERNMENT RESOURCES TO AN

:Lri: LOW; CJ VZSPiE CUTS IN r7a.RAL AID COMBINED WITH INOREA9EJD FERAL
"ANGATEZ, Ht-ER UPERATIalI COSTS, C3) AO SLACOIING OFF IN THE DEMAND FOR

A REXEC TAX EASE PESULTING IN CASH FEW PROBLEMS, OYITINUED

INTEREST PATES FOR 'ITS TRYING TO if.RPOW FULDS, AND (6) A REDUCTION

IN Fr ATTRACTIVENESS OF LOCAL BONDS.

I .f.41i THAT TRAINING ALONE ..6CLLD BULVE THE PROELEM. BUT TRAIN! DOES NUT

PLT FOOD ON THE TABLE, OR PAY THE TRTGA6E. AND I DO NCT KNOW ANYONE WITH A

:-ST,
BALL. WHO CAN PREDICT WHERE TRAINING NOW WILL GUARANItt A ,CB TWORROW.

FPfe ALL. I HAVE HEARD EC.31111STS BAY, 'wE ARE UNDERGOING A FUNDAMENTAL SHIFT IN

CUR Ea-ATIY, Tit 1.c_EL AND AUTO INTUSTRIES WD_L IrE BACK, BUT THEY WILL NEVER

AGAIN PROVIDE THE N.EBER OF Jo-6s THEY RRLVIDED IN THE PAST. !=: ARE POVING TOWARD

A MCRE TECHNICAL, HIGHLY SKILLED, POST-IMOUSTRIAL ECONOMY. THERE APE GRADUATES

FRDM OTPUTER SC-COL 410 D1'..:CUVER THAT THREE MONTHS OF TRAINING IS NO TICKET

TO A SESURE FUIDFE, TRANNG IS VALUAIIE, AND WILL. PAY OFF IN THE LONG RUN.

BUT 4kAT IS %EEC NOW IS A SHORT-TERM, IPTEDIATE JOBS PRSGRAM,
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BASIC PRINCIPLES ...4E ETORSE

NAC 0 DCE2 HAVE PrliCIES 3;PRORTINS CERTAIN DRINCIFLH TriAT EELIE,1-

:ALL] BE JITAINER I ANY )3B CREATION LEGISLATION. a2CH A BILL SIC113:

A ()WOK START, ',SING LOCAL GOVERtENTS AS 'fERVICE

BELIVERERS WITH EYPERIENCE IN EN)LOYIT PROGRAMS, A PR2R21 TRACK

PEOORD, AND ACCOUNTABILM FOR PUBLIC FUNDS;

s LIMIT THE LENGTH OF ENFaidt-NT, AND TIE APPROPRIATIONS TO

LTET1_0\1EIT ID UNDERSCORE THE TEMPORARY, EMERGENCY NATURE OF THIS

T_ASURE:

9 DIDPiElEW, RATHER THAN REPLACE, EXISTING EFFORTS WEEP THE

LB TRAINING PARTNERSHIP ANL WAGNER-PEYSER ACTS:

0 PTVIDE RJR THE EQUITAELE DISTRIBUTION OF FIM2AL FUNDS TO WITS

CF GEIERAL LOCAL rINERTTENT, BASED ON LOCAL WEDS FACTORS;

9 TARGET FUNDS TO COMAJNITIES FiARLEST HIT BY UNEIRLOYTENT:

3 RESTRICT HIRING TO THE USG-TERM Lre'PLOYO:

a MAXIMIZE FEERAL COLLARS FOR JOB CFEATION TO ENSURE THAT, FOR

THE DOLLARS SPENT, THE GREATEST NLUBER OF INDIVIDUALS CAN BE

HIRED AND THE PREDOMINANT DiARE OF FUNDS GOES FOR WARES RATTER

THAN MATERIALS:

a PAY PEOPLE FOR PRODUCTIVE WYK, JJT ENFORCED IDLENESS:

4 PERMIT FLEXIBILITY AT THE LOCAL LEVEL TO TAILOR THE PROGRAM TO

THE fEDS OF THE CCMPLNITY, SELECTING FROM A WIDE RANGE OF

AU-14APIF ACTIVITIES; AND

BALANCE THE NEEDS FOR INFRASTRUCTURE REPAIR WITH THE NEEDS FOR

BASIC HUMAN SERVICES.
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FOR4ARD FL1OD6. THIS DOES NUT INCLUDE AN INFLATION FACTOR OF 5-10 PERCENT,

WHICH SHOULD BE BUILT INTO ANY PROJECTIONS.

JOBS TO BE DONE

NOW I HAVE HIGHLIGHTED THE NEED AND OUR RECOMMENDATIONS ON

JOB CREATION AND ON JOB TRAINING, LET ME DESCRIBE OUR PAST

EXPERIENCE AND WHAT WE WOULD DO IN MONTGOMERY COUNTY IF WE HAD

JOB CREATION FUNDS:

WITH PAST JOB FUNDS, MONTGOMERY COUNTY,

STAFFED POSITIONS WITH THE UNITED WAY TO HANDLE :IIIJICIDE

PREVENTION HOT LINES,

o PLACED TEACHER AIDES IN THE CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER TO

PROVIDE QUALITY DAY CARE FOR WORKING PARENTS,

o HIRED A DRIVER TO THE SENIOR CITIZEN CENTER TO BRING

THE ELDERLY IN TO THE CENTER FOR ACTIVITIES AND TAKE

THEM TO MEDICAL. APPOINTMENTS,

o PROVIDED SOCIAL SERVICE TRAINEES FOR THE LEGAL AID

SOCIETY, ONE OF WHOM HAS SINCE GONE ON TO RUN A FREE

NEIGHBORHOOD LAW CLINIC,

o HIRED AND TRAINED INDIVIDUALS TO BECOME EMERGENCY MEDICAL

TECHNICIANS ASSIGNED TO BOX 21 AND VOLUNTEER RESCUE GROUPS,

o PROVIDED RECREATIONAL LEADERS AT YOUTH CAMPS AND THE YMCA,

o HIRED AND TRAINED HOME HEALTH AIDES TO GO INTO THE HOMES

OF THE ELDERLY AND SICK AND PROVIDE CARE WHERE HOSPITALIZATION

WAS NOT NECESSARY,

o SET UP A PART SECURITY PATROL DESIGNED TO PREVENT VANDALISM

AND CRIME,

o 1-UNDED A NON-PROFIT PROGRAM CALLED "CAN-A-LOT" WHICH

LJ
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TAUGH.T LOW INCOME PEOPLE HOW TO CAN AND PRESERVE THEIR

HOME GROWN FRUIT AND VEGETABLES.

WITH PUBLIC WORKS FUNDS SEVEN YEARS AGO

MONTGOMERY COUNTY RENOVATED AND OCCUPIED TWO FLOORS OF

THE ELEVEN STOREY RIEBOLD BUILDING. THE MOVE ENABLED

US TO IMPROVE THE COORDINATION OF COUNTY SERVICES BY

LOCATING ALL THE HUMAN RESOURCE AGENCIES IN ONE PLACE,

SINCE THEN, ADDITIONAL FUNDS HAVE BECOME AVAILABLE TO

REFUHBISH THE REST OF THE BUILDING, WHICH HAS BECOME

THE CENTERPIECE OF THE DOWNTOWN REVITALIZATION PROJECT.

o AT THE SAME TIME, DAYTON USED ITS PUBLIC WORK FUNDS TO

CONVERT A DETERIORATING OLD SCHOOL INTO A CAREER ACADEMY

WHICH TODAY IS THE CITY'S PRINCIPAL VOCATIONAL SCHOOL,

o DAYTON ALSO USED PUBLIC WORKS FUNDS TO UPGRADE STREETS,

SIDEWALKS, ANO LIGHTING IN THE "OREGON DISTRICT," AN AREA

LISTED ON THE NATIONAL REGISTRY OF HISTORIC DISTRICTS.

THE CITY'S INVESTIMENT SPURRED FURTHER DEVELOPMENT BY

PRIV.2,TE INVESTORS. THE AREA HAS BECOME A MAJOR ENTER-.

TAINMENT DISTRICT WITH SHOPS AND RESTAURANTS FOR VISITORS

ATTENDING EVENTS AT THE NEARBY CONVENTION CENTER.

IN CLOSING LET ME ADD THAT WE WELCOME ANY OPPORTUNITY TO

WORK WITH TASK FORCE MEMBERS FURTHER ON JOB CREATION EFFORTS.

WE APPRECIATE THE OPPORTUNITY TO APPEAR AT THIS HEARING. WE

LOOK FORWARD TO ANSWERING YOUR QUESTIONS,
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Mr. GEPHARDT. Ti ank you very much for your excellent testimo-
ny. I would like to say that Mike Lowry of Washington has joined
me as another member of the task force. We are happy to have
him here this morning.

Now we would .like to welcome Donald Fraser, mayor of Minne-
apolis. Happy to have you here.

STATEMENT OF' HON. DONALD FRASER, MAYOR, MINNEAPOLIS,
MINN., ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL LEAGUE OF CITIES

Mr. FRASER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the com-
mittee. I would like to submit my f-epared statement for the
record.

i will just touch on a few points which we think are important. I
am chairman of the Human Development Committee of the Na-
tional League of Cities, I should add.

We spent a considerable amount of time yesterday at the board
meeting of the National League of Cities discussing the problem of
unemployment. I hope that my statement this morning will reflect
the decisions taken yesterday.

The League believes that there are at least three steps that need
to be taken with respect to the unemployment problem. Our most
immediate need, and this parallels the testimony you have just
heard on behalf of the count: , our first and most immediate need
is to put as many people back to work as possible.

We think this requires the enactment of a public service employ-
me.it program.

The second, for the longer term, we need a national employment
strategy or policy which will pull together all of the different Fed-
eral policies that impact on employment.

Third, we need a system of employment development that per-
mits integration of the programs administered at the local level to
a far greater degree than possible today.

Let me elaborate briefly on these three points. First, on public
service employment, we know of no way to get people back to work
more rapidly than through a public service employment program.

We have looked at the emergency jobs program that the House
voted last week. We think it is a good program. It adds additional
Federal funding to some 46 existing Federal programs. While it is a
good program, most of the jobs created will be what we call hard
jobs. They will be jobs involving mostly skilled people.

The numbers, aggregate numbers of people who may be em-
ployed on account of that legislation, I would judge wou:d not
exceed 200,000 across the Nation. Nonetheless, the purpose for
which the funds would be spent out of that program are all impor-
tant and useful.

I hope the legislation is cleared by the Senate. But that still
leaves most of the 12 million people unemployed in the United
States untouched.

This is the reason that we strongly believe that we need a public
service employment program. It can be put into, place rapidly.

In the resolution adopted yesterday we called for pay levels that
would be at the minimum wage or above. We specifically do not
think there should be a prevailing wage requirement for this kind

I 3
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of an emergency jobs program. There should be maximum flexibil-
ity at the local level, perhaps even creating short-term jobs, rather
than year-round jobs. In that connection, I would like to cite the
experience we have had locally in our city.

We have had the benefit of two grants now from the McKnight
Foundation to create short-term jobs to put people to work. What
was required u ider that program was that those who wanted to get
a job had to be not only out of work, but out of access to any kind
of public assistance.

We said that they had to be unemployed for 30 days. We had
thousands of calls for the 300 or 400 jobs we were able co create.

Ninety-eight per cent of those who were employed had earned less
than a $1,000 in the preceding 12 months. Most had been unem-
ployed for most of the year, and most of the workers who were em-
ployed turned in a good job performance.

A number were able to get permanent jobs as a result of this
foundation-funded temporary jobs program. We have gotten a
second grant this year for the same kind of effort. This time the
grant is $11/4 million.

We got 4,000 calls for what will be 300 or 400 slots. We are
having to turn down all of the rest of the people, and this time we
said people must have been out of work 90 days.

We think these kinds of short-term programs that reach the larg-
est possible number of unemployed is the right way to go. So we
would like to see the Federal Government provide moneys through
a public service employment program with maximum flexibility at
the local level.

We believe this is the most effective and immediate way we can
put money in the pockets of people now in deep trouble.

On the second point of developing a national employment strat-
egy, and this is really for the longer run, we need to begin to em-
phasize the importance of employment in the same way that we do
capital investment.

We provided accelerated depreciation; we have provided invest-
ment tax credits for physical plant and equipment. We think it is
time now to begin to address the development of human resources
with the same magnitude of concern.

We believe that private industry should be given significant tax
benefits for training programs which they already provide, but
which we believe could be usefully expanded.

We believe the private sector needs to be more closely tied to the
whole educational program systems in our State and local levels in
order to make sure that the people who are graduated are pre-
pared to enter the work force.

The third major point, and this is, again, in the longer run, al-
though we need to keep working at it, and that is to try to inte-
grate the tools that we have so that we can work more closely to-
gether at the local level with the various programs, and with the
public and private sector.

We have some unique efforts underway in our city, bringing the
public and private sector together to work on employment pro-
grams. We need more flexibility in the various kinds of programs
that provide resource transfers, provide training moneys.

16
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In other words, we need to be able to design the most optimum
kind of jobs and training program at the local level that we are ca-
pable of designing. We should not be constrained by rigidities or
regulations that are imposed unnecessarily at the Federal or State
level.

Mr. Chairman, I am going to stop with that and would be de-
lighted to answer any questions.

[Testimony resumes on p. 23.]
[The prepared statement of Mr. Fraser follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MAYOR DONALD FRASER

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Task Force. am Donald

Fraser, Mayor of Minneapolis and chairman of the National

League of Cities ".v.m.an Development Committee. I air here today

to testify on behalf of NLC and the cities we renresent.

would like to divide my statement into three major

parts: the appropriate federal response to the immediate

problem of ovr (2 nilion uneoyed Americans; (2) strategies

invcivir la:el: of government, the private sector, and

cur es12,non system in assuring the long-term growth and

competitioeness of the American workforce; and (3) the

relationship of ampioyment roblems and solutions to other

eco-cm.!c

1) Short Term Response to 'i(hemiloyment

telieee it is accepted fact that the least expensive

and most efficient way to Out large nurbers of the unemplcved

to work guicly is to enact a subs ,'.te''' .ribs program.

The csntrooersy begins should run such a

program, the kinds of work to be done, the alas to be paid,

who ahroid be hired, for how to and hot least, how such a

program shovli he financed,

Gioen the magnitude of national unem-loyment and the vast

array of unmet needs that exIct in eoery czmmunity, we believe

Congress should :uickly enact a public service employment

program as part of its strategy to addres: national unemploy-

ment. We believe that any Legitimate entity which hire:

people to prof-ide seroices or produce products should be

eligihla to apply fcr funds. Federal, state, ad local

gooernments, educaf agencies, ssecial purpo,;e district,

1 6
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community-based organizations, and the private sector, if they

can demonstrate that it is a job that would otherwise not be

done, should be remitted to apply for funds.

State and local governments have had recent experience

auministering a federally-funded PSE program. While I cannot

speak for the states, local governments have continued to

operate jobs programs--at vastly reduced levels--with whatever

locally generated resources were at their disposal.

would like to share my experiences in this regard to

ans...er the questions posed above. Minneapolis and St. Paul,

for tae past two years, have shared a grant from the McKnight

Foundation which we have used for short-term job creation

programs.

e are putting our McKnight-funded employees to work in a

variety of local government, community-based organization, and

private sector enterprises. Given federal cutbacks in funding

for social services programs, coupled with the high rate of

unemployment and the consequent reduction in local revenues,

there are many needs being met that otherwise would remain

undone. Our McKnight employees are working in the community

development agency, in our parks, and in our public housing

projects doing maintenance, repair, and rehabilitation

projects. C.B0 employees are providing day care to working

heads of households, in local health care programs, and in

community neighborhood centers which provide emergency food,

counseling and neighborhood support and other needed human

services.
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In addition to the subsidized jobs program, we are also

experimenting with paying wages for private sector employment.

Small businesses are especially in need of such assistance.

Targeted tax credits only work when there is sufficient income

to pay taxes on which to receive a credit. Many small

businesses function on the margin and do not benefit from a

tax credit. In order to insure the success of this program,

we choose only those employees with whom we have had direct

experiences. Subsidized jobs which are carefully developed

and monitored provide an opportunity to validate an

individual's work habits and job skills which are requirements

for private sector entry level hires. We make every attempt

to insure that private employers get employees who will meet

their needs. We are looking to these businesses to retain

their subsidized employee,:; at such time that the economy

improves, and to repay up to 70 percent ci the subsidized

wates.

On the question of wages, we are attempting to maximize

the number of jobs aailatle with limited funds. We are

paying our McKnight-funded employees slightly above the

minimum wage--$4.25 per hour. The issues surrounding

displacement of workers and prevailin: wage were carefully

considered in the development of job opportunities.

Whet we are concerned about in potential federal legisla-

tion is the inclusion of a cap on wages, along with a mandate

to pay the prevailing wage. Taken together, these two

proscriptions make it difficult to provide adequate work

experiences for faros numbers of people. We believe Congress
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should permit local flexibility in setting wages and

Lletermining the kinds of jobs. However, we also.believe it is

important to insure against substitution. Substitution

clearly defeats the purpose of a job creation proposal.

We have targeted our jobs program to those we regard as

most in need. Last year, we required our McKnight-funded

employees to be unemployed for 30 days and to be ineligible

for any publically funded assistance, either unemployment

insurance or welfare. This year, we have raised the length of

unemployment to three months. In ?.ast year's program, the

average income of the participants in the preceding year was

$1,000. Since AFDC recipients have access to funds that will

provide for basic necessities, we have not included them in

our program. Nor have we included those unemployed who are

eligible for unemployment compensation. Cur first priority is

the unemployed who have no source of income.

We have also limited an individual's participation in our

program to six months. Participation in ongoing job search

activities is required of all participants. Failure to

participate means dismissals.

The United States has already been known for its

generosity, its willingness to share with those less fortunate

throughout the world. I can see no reason for those who have

an income not to share a small portion of it with those in

this country who do not. I am urging the State of Minnesota

to raise jots income tax by one-half of one percent. A similar

'evy at the national level has the potential to generate

sufficient revenue to fund short-term, minimum wage jobs for

more tiler' one million of the 12 million, 121/2 percent of the

unemployed.
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(2) Strategies Ensuring Long-Term Growth

Last year, as chairman of NLC's Human Development

Com.mittee, I participated in the development of a policy

statement designed to start addressing some of the long-term

economic and employment problems facing this country today.

we city officials agree with economists who speculate that we

may be facing more than a recession, but rather are seeing "a

ma;or shift in the operations of the free enterprise system."

I would like to submit the entire statement for the

record. In summary, however, the League of Cities believes we

need a national employment policy which includes elements for

remedial training and education, skill training, relocation

and retraining of workers, and a long term investment in our

human economic resources. We also believe this country needs

to continue developing and nurturing more cooperative working

relationships between the pub'ic and private sectors.

Essentially, our policy calls on the private sector to become

more involved in education at all levels and to invest in the

development and expansion of a skilled workforce. All levels

of government should encourage greater private sector involve-

ment through tax incentives "at least parallel in magnitude"

to those offered industry for capital development. All levels

of government should foster more appropriate remedial education

programs, vocational education programs, and more creative

unemployment insurance programs.

Specifically, we believe it is a federal responsibility

to provide the framework for developing and maintaining a

viable workforce; to recognize the employment impacts of

decisions made at the national level; to reassess existing
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income supr,rt and employment ralated programs to assure

development of a coordinated strategy promoting the long-term

employment of individuals willing and able to work; to fund

employment training programs for individuals unprepared to

take thair place in the world of work; to establish a

permanent countercyclical job creation program automatically

triggered in times of high unemplovment; and to develop a new

internLtional economic policy which will not only encourace

the development of a full employment economy in the S., but

encourage economic development and job creation within less

developed countries.

Cal Pelationshit Between Employment and Economic Policies

I'd like to offer three propositions that : thin% we

can all agree to.

First, we should relate our analyses of employment

prcticms to our analyses of other economic problems in was

that wall help us to disaggrega,e nat-icnal data and to focus

our attention on real-life situations rather than nationally

abstracted asserts c: them.

particularlv Lave in mind the need to integrate our

understanding of changes in certain business and industrial

sectors and of variations among regional and local economies

with our detailed analyses of the types of people who suffer

persistent unemployment. Thus, we know that radical

contract;on in the steel industry, distress in places like

Youngstown, and the phenomenon of "displaced workers" are

,-ent aspects of a special situation. Similarly, yo-,.ng

blacks are unemployed in concentrations in central cities

2
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where new firms that could make usa of cheap labor are no

longer sprouting at previous rates. I submit that it makes

good sense to develop ways to identify and describe these

problems-piled-on-problems situations so that we can target

them and develop policies tt are appropriate to their

complexities rather than to distinctions among procrams or

budget functions.

Cur economy does not consist of national statistics or

of supply and demand curves. 2ur citizens experience the

economy in terms of types of jobs, types of businesses, and

types of places and we should develop analytic tools that allow

us to reflect that experience.

My second proposition is that employment and training

programs should be related to economic development and other

programs and should be coordinated at the level of local

government, where they are actually implemented.

Several -,,ears ago we witnessed an experiment with ,

'negotiated investment strategy. " There were efforts at

cosrdinaticn .1creemen-s among, variously, DOL, HUD, EDA, and

SEA. As I recall, there was even a mc..ement toward adopting a

single planning document that would serve as a basis for major

DUD and EDA program applicat:ons. And there was some federal

effort to cross departmental lines in dealing with the

problems-piled-on-problems of "auto communities" and 'steel

communities." These national activities were paralleled at

the local level by similarly encouraging attempts is breach

artificial barriers in dealing with real economic situations.

2,1
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do not argue tnat these efforts were successfal. :

only point cut that they existed and : uri.e that we try te

build on them instead of forgetting them.

The third proposition is that because t_here, Ls telatively

little that is new 'ander the sun, we dan and shouli learn from

the experiences of the past. Instead of ensorino the failure

of policies by changing them radically eoery "ear (as clearly

happened to CETA) , we should set reasonable and flexible

policy frameworks and then stay the course with them.

From these three propositions, I 51.1g:St that federal,

state, and local efforts, in Localities that are willing and

able should build community economic policy capacity and should

enccura7e and support coordinated Local implenentation of

employment, training, ane,, economic development program:. This

approach could also relate local economic policy to national

economic policy. And by targetincJ economically slac;: business

:_:.-,ctorL, -ecgraphic areas, and labor groups, we could ,I,2 to

economic i:rowth without rekindling inflation.

This :Ipprooch obviously will not come into beina o-er-

ni7nt. As a becinninq, I su:,7.7est that:

Li; the Congress pro,:ide planning funds to localities

that are willing t- work toword a ctr:tmonito

economic policy :opacity that could integrate

ecIployment, trainind, and oconc:tis det'elcpment

prs,-Jramd:

0
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12 the Congress direct HUD, EDA, and S:;A to

c_on,Ict lint or various methods by

which the agencies could faciiiate o: at least

not impede loca: efforts to coordinate tt.ir

programs:

(3! the Congress encourage localities to develop

community economic policy capacity by develop:.ng

a local economic block grant program for whic

such localities would be eligible. Tnis

economic block grant program might evolve from

the loosening and/or elimination of rules that

are currently a part of HUD, DOL and other

programs currently in existence: and

(4) the Congress provide incentives (in JTPA,

and EDA programs) to communities that achieve

specific goals bv coordinating their employment,

training, and economic development programs.

NLC stands ready to work with you to develop these .i.eas

further.
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Mr. GEPHARDT. Thank you very much for, as usual, excellent tes-
timony.

Our next witness is Arthur Holland, mayor of Trenton, N.J. He
will be representing the U.S. Conference of Mayors.

Welcome, mayor.

STATEMENT OF HON. ARTHUR J. HOLLAND, MAYOR OF TRENTON,
N.J., ON BEHALF OF THE U.S. CONFERENCE OF MAYORS

Mr. HOLLAND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the com-
mittee. A statement on behalf of the conference has been filed.

I have been asked by the conference in addition to say something
about the employment situation in terms of our city. So I have
written this very brief and simple statement which I would hope
would be the basis for questioning.

The question is a very simple one. Is it better for a person to be
on public assistance or on public employment? By public employ-
ment, I do not mean workfare. It is not the same.

There is a big difference between working off and earning in dol-
lars, as well as psychologically. Workfare does not lend itself to
training. A single person receives, in our community under our
State regulations, less than $100 per month and .can work that off
in 4 days.

Trenton's unemployment rate is now 11.7 percent. I have an
open-door policy. More and more people are walking through the
mayor's office door looking for work and housing. People who don't
want welfare, they want a job, and more and more are saying, and
of course, this is an indication they are not very well qualified for
anything else, "I will take anything" .

I am a private enterpriser. I don't think Government should do
anything that people can do for themselves. I also believe, however,
that there are times when Government must help. Especially in
communities like ours where there are a disproportionate number
of disadvantaged.

Our county has 13 municipalities. We are less than one-third of
the population. We have 87 percent of the ADC cases, single-parent
families. Almost every fourth person, therefore, is ADC in our com-
munity.

That is poverty level. You add to that senior citizens who are dis-
proportionately found in communities like ours, and especially in a
State where we still rely heavily on real estate revenue, you can
appreciate the situation. It is getting tighter and tighter.

So we need jobs legislation whichwould be targeted toward in-
dividual's needs and also projects or infrastructures, we are saying
these days, needs, with an individual assigned to a job for which he
is suited.

If not, then the person should be trained. Fortunately, private in-
dustry councils are already in place. There has been a lot of criti-
cism of public service employment.

I can tell you, we have no problem with it. There were no abuses.
Our city never looked cleaner. When we were trying to get CETA
legislation reenacted in 1978, I emphasized you had to distinguish
between the charge that CETA jobs were substituting for regular

2?
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jobs, and the fact that if it weren't for CETA, work just wouldn't
get done.

In other words, we have been laying off regularly. We may be
laying off again. We are down to the point where two-thirds of our
budget is public safety, which means that services are cut and cut.

Not a question of putting people out of jobs with CETA. It is a
question of using CETA to perform much needed services. We have
a soup kitchen for the first time since the depression of the thir-
ties.

In fact, I convened a meeting just last week of the Commons
Commission. That is our mall, called Nickolet, in Minneapolis, and
the soup kitchen management because the soup kitchen is in the
central business district. Those who are hungry are coming early
and staying late and inhibiting purchasing on the Commons. It is
one of the problems that is symptomatic of a central city condition.

Everybody is for feeding the hungry but unless there are busi-
ness people who can make it, then we wouldn't have the money
with which to assist the disadvantaged.

Let me read from our Catholic Diocese publication. Mount
Carmel Guild is our relief services agency, Catholic agency. Today
the greatest need is the new poor. Those who have always had jobs
but now find themselves unemployed and have no idea where to go.

Five years ago the Guild might have had 50 requests for emer-
gency assistance for food each month. Today, at least 150 families
or a total of 300 to 500 individuals receive assistance each month,
says Sister Estelle. She spoke at our church recently and said that
for the first time in the 63-year history of the Guild they are
saying no. They are running out.

The rescue mission has asked us, the city, along with TEAM, to
put up additional money, not for food, but for security guards so
the people they take in. homeless off the street, wouldn't be ripped
off by others who might come in.

That is the kind of situation in which we find ourselves. What I
say of Trenton, which is an older urban community in the North-
east, I think can be said accurately, substantially, at least, about
most of the old central cities. I think that is efficient to indicate
the seriousness of the situation in the Nation's cities in terms of
need for employment now.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Holland follows:]
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PREPARED STATE:MENT OF MAYOR ARTHUR J. HOLLAND

E.erhers of the Rouse Pudeet Committee's Task Force on Education and
Employment, on behalf of the United States Conference of Mayors, thank-you
for this or,ortunity today to express our very deep concern for the 11
million people that are currently out of work in thin country and for the
millions more who could eventually lose their jobs as a result of continuing
economic fluctuations and dramatically chanaina labor market needs.

There is rr, way to overstate the problems related to unemployment. For the
individual that can't find work, unemployment poses problems not only for
shvslcal survival but for mental well-heina. It is horribly demoralizip41

For the nation and for our nation's cities, when so many people are out of
work, the impact is mothina short of devastating. The demoralizing effects
of unemployment can be felt by an entire city, or even an entire state or
nation. Progress has always been based on opt:mism, on a belief that
dedication and hard work will lead to a better life. when millions of people
lose hope, that reduces the collective optimism upon which a city. state or
nation bases its growth and development.

There are, of course, other more measurable effects of unemployment. The
loss in wanes reduces tax revenues at all levels of government and makes it
very difficult for those aovernments to maintain their services. Also. those
lost vanes and the resulting reduction in purchasina power, hurt businesses.
This, of course, not only results in additional reductions in tax revenues
for governments, but it often forces businesses to lay-off workers or to go
under altogether. The cyclical nature of high unemployment is ohvious.

Unemployment insurance provides some relief to the individuals who are
unemployed, hut, overall, the impact of such insurance is more neaative than
positive. First, such payments do nothing to address the individual and
collective morale problems created by unemployment. In fact, i.n a society
that values work, such payments may actually exacerbate those problems.
Second, such payments are Intended to allow an irdividual and his or her
family to survive. They rarely are sufficient to allow the recipients to
reaain any significant purchasina power. Thus, :..tither oovernments nor
businesses are helped. The cycle, of which unemployment is a part, remains
unbroken, althouah millions of dollars are expended. Additionally, the
unemployment insurance systems in increasina numbers of states are on the
verse of bankruptcy as outlays fer exceed income.

There are other problems that relate directly to unemployment. Unemployed
people necessarily place a burden on local aovernment social services at a
time when there are insufficient funds to support those services. Also
crime and vandalism increase as people seek ways to survive or to vent their
frustrations.

Such problems occur during any period of high unemployment. Today those
problems are complicated by the fact that the nation is on the verge of a
technological upheaval that has not been eaualed since the Industrial
Revolution. The uncertainty created by unemployment is complicated by the
uncertainty created by these basic technological and economic chances. In
such times it is vital for the federal aovernment to take steps, alone with
state and local government as well as the private sector, to alleviate these
prohlems.

2
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The federal covernment has played a principal role in every maior economic or
technological transition that this nation has faced. It was the federal
coyernMent that established land grant colleges to meet the educational needs
of a chanting lahor force. It was the federal, state, and local oovernments
that built the .`:away and railway systems to meet the demander of an
expanding nation. It was the federal government that provided the emercency
lobs orocrans during the Depression to keep people going until the economy
regained its strength. since the Depression the federal government has
Provided financial assistance cackaaes to help floundering companies and to
stimulate the creation of new businesses. And, finally, federally lecislated
tax incentives have been utilized to stimulate business growth and expansion.

This nation is currenrly experiencinc economic and technological chances that
bring hardship on millions of people while simultaneously creating entirely
new career ornortunities. It it as ironic sicn of the times that millions of
People are unemployed at the same time that certain skill shortages inhihit
eoonom:c growth. This irony presents a dramatic challer.se to the nation to
insure that the transition to the new technology is accomplished with a
minimum of damage to those that suddenly find their job sri.Lls outdated. The
transition must be handled comprehensively, utilizing four basic approaches:

o YeetIna the imrediate enrloyrent needs of t,,one A.ep.Lcapp who are cut
of work and are unable to find It.

p FetralnInc the Aellcan lair force.

o Providing American business with the fiscal help L7 to arlaust to
the rapid chances that are occurring.

o Pepairina and rebuilding the nation's infrastructure.

Meetina Immediate Needs

Sobs -- even federally subsidized jobs -- are preferable to unernloyment
checks or welfare payments. Substantial job creation proarans alleviate
uneenlovrent problems and signify a positive step in solving an immediate
Problem. Further, wage earners pay taxes and have purchasing power. With
lohs, the cycle is broken.

Contrary to public opinion, CETA's public service emrloyrent rrogran did what
it was desianed to do. Considering the programmatic and fiscal changes, it
worked cute well. The problem of PSI. was not inherent in the PSE program
but, instead, was the result of the fact that nothing was done to chance the
underlying economic emblems that created the unemtlovment which brought
about the zreation of the jobs program in the first glace. Certainly, no one
wants to make that mistake again. For that reason, tto Conference of Mayors
hopes that no job creation projects will be implemented unless they are tied
in with the remaining three approaches to casino the pain of transition to

new technology.

Even if a '!ohs creation program is implemented, no one can expect the federal
government to VUt 11 million people hack to work. For that reason,
unemployment insurance, including the extendod benefits procran, must he
maintained. However, the Conference of Mayors urges the Congress to exam -ine

ft
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ways to make the unemployment insurance proaram do more than maintain people.
ere are several avenues to explore. For Instance, unemployment funds, at

least the extended benefits, could he used to secure retraining for
dislocated workers. Such funds could also be used to assist employers in
hirina new people, as is proposed in Senator Navle's "Employment
rroortuoiti.s Act of 1PP3".

Petra-in.:ma the Lahor Force

Millions of workers are now in jobs or have been laid-off 'rom 'ohs that will

soon disamnear. millions of youths have no skills at all and must be
nrovided with trainina that is relevant to what will be rather than to what
has beer.. For that reason, all levels of aovernment must assess current
education and skill traininc proarans, in lieht of projected labor market
needs, and ',Ike the stens necessary to insure that Americans have the skills
_hey will need for tomorrow's `ohs. This will reculre not only an overhaul
of curricula but a major investment in trainina ecvipment cod supplies.

ast year the Congress passed the "job Tra*.ning Partnership Act", which
provisions to train America's noor as well as our youths and to

refrain cur dislocated workers. The conference of Mayors uraes the Concress
to insure the continued fundine of proarams under this Act. With retard to

trainina for our moor people and youths, at a minimum, fundina levels
established in FY132 should he maintained. The definition of "current fundina
levels" should re based on outlays for the fiscal sear rather than upon
.nruLlment levels at a specific count in time for that fiscal year. The

enrollment level -ethodoloay was used to determine funding levels for FYP3.
As a result, actual funding levels were significantly reduced at a tire when
the reed for trolnine bad been drastically increased.

With reeard to training nroarams for yo,ths, the Conference supports the
creation of a new vonfh employment and '-reining orooram, to he added to the
"Joh. Training Partnership Ac.". Such a program has been included In Senator
Kennedy's armwraeroy Sobs, Irminnc, and Family Assistance Act". The

° onference also uraes a continuation of fundina for the summer youth proaram,
at least at the level of spendine provided in the summer of 101;1. Such level
of spendine should include the hasic appropriation as well as the
surolemental funs that were provided.

"7"3 Con'erence also uraes additional fundina for the dislocated worker
orperam that was created under Title III of the "Job Training Partnership
Act." In Jecemher the Congress provided SIP million for the program in FYP3.
However, that amount is insufficient to have any real impact. Apparently,

the assumption was that the states would have trouble starting up a new
proeram and, conseanently, would not be able to spend large amounts of money.
However, the trainIna mechanism is already In place, with the vocational
education and the old =TA prime sponsor systems orerative. The transition
from the prime sponsor system to the delivery system established under the
"job '"raining Partnership Act" may cause some problems, but the delivery of

services will continue uni.nterrupted. There is no reason to continue the
suffering of dislocated workers for another year. The dislocated worker
prouram should be funded at a level sufficient to develop and implement
viab:e retrainina efforts.
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There :5 also a reed to :nvest :n new eoulpment and tecrnolpcv to proy:4e
ra:nIna trat Ls relevant to future labor market needs. The vocat:onal

educat:on and commun-ty collece systems need ass.:stance, either tbrouor
:rants or loans, to overhaul treIr nurrIcula an tre:r traInIna far'' 'en.

F:nally, as stated prevlously,
unenoloyment _rsurance rrocrams cool bemodIf:ed to crovl,de flnanc:Al surrort for retrA17:no nrocrams.

American Puniness

YAry ex:stInc IndustrIes are :n nee of retool:no. ^t"ers are or the yeronof ext:nctIon and rust be comPletely overhauled or replaced. Tr::: w:11 take
b:11:ons of ?ollars, to be provIded either by the coverrmert Cr by the
nr:YAte sector. :s cuest:onable wretrer American Industry Ls In a
rAos :t n nO tremen,icus chances that are rPCna E',", the'.' are
In SU7n a mosIt:on, the .nnenCeS WIII rave to be 71o, and zradual and tre cost

he tassel on to tr. ;,merIcan consumer. T'e nrIvate -cotorwould mo 'it er oro:ce.

? SPer'S, ti-e, than the best ort:or :s 'or the federal oovertment to 7rov:'-,,MP sort of fiscal ass:stanoe. Feveral ort:ons abould be exp:ope,
:nclud:7T tre followono:

o The oreat:cn of A reconstruct:on fInance oorporlt:on to pro,:dc low
:ntorest loarS and otrer ans:stance to col-man:es that reed to overrau:
tre:r pusInesses. Fuch ass:stance srould be 1:m:ted tm tbmsc tyres o!
opera t lo rs that have a marketable future.

The provls:or of additional funds and tmorr:cal ass:stance for -re
Treat:on of new rus:respes, w:tr specIal empras:s on small and
m :no r :tv c,ned onnran cs .

o The ?evelopment of f:scal :7:Tent:Yes trat arc sufflo:entiv larvae to
permIt expansLon of huo:ness and the creation of 7crs. The Conference
of ayors supports the concept of the ert. rpr:se zone an ore ,UTh
IncentIve.

The development of a v:Arle, rarld, rel:able labor market InformatIon
system that Predicts trends and reflects current sItuatIons to the
extent necessary to allow plarrIna for tre f":7vre.

7chu:idna Infrastructure

Newspapers and mAcapIres have ?ocumented the pl:ar7 of A.mer;oo:7 oltles and
the nation's rlobways and br:does ou:te well. State and local taxes are
Insuff;olent for these oovernments Co solve tre problem on tre:r own. Tax
i:MItatIOnS have been exacerbated, of course, by the reduct:ors on revenues
created loy rIar unemployment. For tr:s reason the federal coeernment srou2?
orov:de AssIstance to state and local covernments to rebuild the
:nfrastruoture. :t In !Int mnlv a problem of ?eter:crat:ro l:fe
ser:cus 1Mre,i1MOnt to h,:nnenS CT,Vth and development.

The corference if Payers pont:nues s-rona tuppore of sucr prmotamn as -re
2mmmalnl-v Ceve:comert 7":ock Crart and tr. rran -c,elonocrt 7.rtIon '.:7,17t as A
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nears of rehu:Idlna the infrastructure. We also support the concept of an
Infrastructure-related ;oh creat.on ball such as that proposed 1n Coneressman
Gus Hawkins' "Community 'Renewal Fmployment Act" and sn dollar bills
:ntroduced In both the House and Senate. Such proposals ,opld he a
sicnIfIcant supplement to (MPG and CRAG as well as to other proposed public
works ma-ova-rms. They would be labor :ntensIve, would permit a raps' start-up
and would focus on a broader range of actIvItles than. Is normally prov:ded In
-_,11,11c works projects.

The Conference Is not convinced that proposals to add additional funds to
exlIstina federal proarams wsll create many new employment opoortunities.
Instead. th.',1, are more 1:.1,ely to extend existIna pro;ects and delay lay-offs
that would coo= :f such addlt:onal funds were not provided. However, while
st,ch addltIonal funds would not lseely prow:de many new -iohs, they ocul; he
useful :f applled to proarams desssned to ma,,,taln, repair or rebus ld the
nat:on's :nfrastructure.

Th:n statement has focused on a number of d:.fferent procrams, ell of which
,crall have an :mpact, either nb-rectly or Indirectly, upon unemployment. The
messaae In t'ls mplt:-faceted statement :s that, whatever steps are taken to
address the problem of unemployment, they must be comoreher,:ve :n nature and
they rust address both immediate and lone terms,needs. At the heart of our
current unemployment sltuat:on are ser:ous economic and technoloc:cal
problems that must he addressed ;.!' the unemployment orchlem so to he solved.
Thus W11 t3-e a cons:derable amount of money. However, the cost of solvIrc
toe pr w-'', 'm the 1000 ovn, be m'oh losth"- the -ost lonorino.etch
them.

Mr. GEPHARDT. Thank you all for your testimony. It was excel-
lent. Representative Lowry, do you have questions?

Mr. LOWRY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I also want to tha.ot you
for excellent testimony. I am going to try and ask questions and
not make a speech.

I think so much of what you said is accurate. How do we handle
the problem of substitution? We feel that, you know, we just put
Federal dollars out there and you ju- t take those dollars and re-
place them for State and local dollars you have been using.

Mr. HOLLAND. We have six bargaining units, blue- and white-
collar workers, supervisors, PBA. FMBA, police superior officers,
fire officers. We have settled with the biue- and white-collar work-
ers, AFSCME and with the AFSCME supervisors union at 5 per-
cent.

We can't afford it. But neither can our employees who have not
been given raises in recent years in accordance with the rate of in-
flation. Last year they got 6 percent and the rate was about 12 per-
cent.

Some of those employees are almost at the poverty level as it is.
We have said under the New Jersey law there is the Public Em-
ployment Relations Commission which provides for compulsory and
binding arbitration for policemen and firemen.

We have said to the other bargaining units, if you go before
PERC and you get more than 5 percent, it means layoffs. So that
would mean fewer policemen, fewer firemen. We have three men
on a rig now when you should have ideally five, no fewer than
four.

We need a policeman it seems at times on every block. And
fewer policemen. So as I said of 197S, it is true today that it is not
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a question of substituting in communities like ours. It is a question
of providing services which no longer can be provided.

Mr. LOWRY. Commissioner?
Ms. MACILWAINE. I would just like to add something to the

mayor's statement. Every community, of course, is different, but I
think it is up to local elected officials to negotiate the matter of
substitution on their own level with theirwith members of the
union that they have to deal with.

We are finding in our community that many members of the
union would now ba eligible, because they have been layed off and
have been unemployed for a long time, will be eligible for any kind
of public service job program that might come along.

I think they are seeing that it is a question, as he indicated, of
not having any services or using public service employees to do the
service. I think if the community and the union members were
forced to choose, I think they would rather have the job done and
try to settle this, question of substitution on a local level.

Mr. HOLLAND. May I say there is no guarantee of that. In 1973,
when we gave the bargaining units a choice of either taking a raise
or layoffs, firemen, in the interest of keeping their members em-
ployed, turned down the raise.

PBA voted to lay off some of their members. So this time we are
not giving them that choice.

Mr. LOWRY. The substitution I am referring to is taking Federal
dollars and using those dollars in jobs that would have been there
anyhow. In other words, I do think it is important that we differen-
tiate between PSE and revenue sharing, or another way to provide
badly needed revenues to local governments that have been taken
away substantially.

It is estimated that the State of Washington will have lost S1 bil-
lion between fiscal years 1982 and 1984 due to Federal budget cuts.
I know you are really hitting the nail on the head at the extent of
the problem.

But there are many people in Congress, as you are well aware,
that are really afraid of substitution, where we just take the Feder-
al dollars and replace local dollars with them. For instance, the
first $8,500 of the salary for a policeman. Mayor Fraser?

Mr. FRASER. There may not be total agreement on the strategies
here. What I would do is put that requirement in the law. Then.
require the local communities to demonstrate that the way in
which they are proceeding will either minimize or prevent displace-
ment or substitution.

Now, if I were given flexibility, I would go further. I would re-
quire that the jobs be short term. That tends to discourage substi-
tution.

We had the experience last summer of having some of the work-
ers under our foundation grant available. What we did was. we
worked with the union, and the union provided supervisors. Then
we hired some of these people who were paid, I think, $4.25 hour.
They built new sidewalks around r..my of our parks.

The union saw this as a chance :o put a few more of their people
to work as supervisors, work that would not have been there. Then
we were able to put these other people out doing work.
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Now, normally that would be union work altogether, but the
union recognized that if there was no program, they weren't going
to get the jobs anyway. I think this goes back to the point Ms. Mac-
Dwaine made.

Let it be worked out locally. We can manage it. Because most of
the people have their heads screwed on straight. They don't want
substitution or displacement.

Put thac requirement in the law and then let us work it out at
the local, level.

Ms. MACILWAINE. Especially if we have to run for reelection. We
are going to work with the unions, not against them.

Mr. FRASER. I think the requirement in the old PSE for prevail-
ing wage, which was one of the efforts to prevent substitution or
replacement, was one of the reasons it got phased nut, because that
made it too expensive a program. Then also there was a cap put on.

In our city we count both stay under the cap and meet prevailing
wage, so we had to phase it out. It turned out to he p good thing
because it was going to be phased out later.

I would hope personally that a prevailing wage requirement
would not be put in here because it simply means fewer people are
going to get more money and I don't think that is what we need
right now.

Mr. LOWRY. You would support minimum wage?
Mr. FRASER. I think it ought to be at a minimum, minimum wage

and that is the official position of the League, too.
Mr. LOWRY. Has the national organization taken positions on the

level for public service employment called for? Have you in your
national positions stated a level in number of jobs or-

Mr. FRASER. The National League has not. I think a $10 billion
program would be minimum.

Mr. Lowey. $10 billion?
Mr. FRASER. $10 billion.
Mr. LOWRY. I like the way you think.
Mr. HOLLAND. Let me tell you what that means in terms of our

community. Last year for summer employment, for example, we
got $562,000. This was spent over a 2-month period. We paid what
would on an annualized basis be $5,200 per year. Poverty level in
our Stat.( s considered $3,900.

That meant 524 jobs. To make sure people would be confident we
weren't using favoritism, we have done this for several years now,
we put all the names of those who qualified in a hat and pulled
them out on a lottery basis. There were 3,000 applications for 524
jobs. That was last year.

This year, the summer employment program is going to be
funded for us at S448,000 which means 407 jobs. If the jobs legisla-
tion which'..the House adopted were adopted by the Senate and
signed into law, it still wouldn't bring us up to the level of last
year.

So the under $5 billion obviously isn't sufficient. That is why I
assume Mr. Fraser called for double that. It seems like a lot. But
when you get it down to where it is going to be put into place, it is
a very small bit of assistance really.

Mr. LOWRY. I meant my question to be just public service em-
ployment jobs. What I would call PSE or public service CETA jobs
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from the old categories, as opposed to the public works. Do the
county commissioners have a position on number of PSE jobs?

MS. MACILWA1NE. We don't actually have a formal position. 1
guess our overall position is whatever it will take to get people
back to work in our communities where we know there are no pri-
vate sector Jobs to fill the gap.

I think that the whole idea of PSE having such a bad reputation
in Congress when all of the data supports just the opposite needs to
be changed somehow, or no one is going to accept PSE.

If we can get it across, and I get the feeling you agree with us.
that PSE was not created as a training ground for private jobs, it
was an effort to get people working and to have them pay taxes,
which they don't do under workfare or any other program. I think
we have to get that going before we can say how many jobs or, you
know, what else needs to be done.

Mr. HOLLAND. Not only public service, but CETA generally has
been in disrepute. We found in 1978, that less than one-tenth of 1
percent of CETA funding was abused. But the horror stories were
featured.

Mr. LOWRY. As an old county councilman, when I came here I
was amazed to find out the attitude of Congress toward these pro-
grams. Amazed.

Mr. Chairman, I don't know what your time schedule is.
Mr. GEPHARDT. Go ahead.
MS. MACILWAINE. The thing that didn't happen, the abused pro-

grams were not shut down. If that would nave happened, if those
who created the abuses would have been defunded in some way
and the rest of us that were doing a great job would have been left
to continue, this problem would not exist.

Mr. LowRY. Could each of the three of you just briefly summa-
rize the local tax options you have gone through in the last couple
of years as far as your revenue problems, trying to meet your reve-
nue problems? Mayor?

Mr. HOLLAND. In New Jersey we rely still for almost half our.
revenue on the real eftate tax. We are a built-up community. So,
therefore, we have had -egularly to raise the tax rate. Our tax rate
is $12.23 for every $100 of assessed evaluation. That is more than
the tax bill in any of the surrounding municipalities.

We depend heavily on Federal and State aid, which has been cut.
I agree in theory with the President's New Federalism. Except that
the States who are called upon by the President to assume a
stronger role are passing on to the local level the cuts they have
received from the Federal level.

Developing communities can absorb that cut. We can't. For ex-
ample, we were anticipating so much money in gross receipts. $1
million of it was held back by the Governor to help meet his budg-
etary needs.

So we have to go to our ratepayers and what we do is a self-de-
feating process. We drive out additional self-sufficient or relatively
self-sufficient taxpayers, and that poverty index indicated earlier
just goes up.

To look to the Federal Government for replacement, if indeed it
ultimately gets to that. may seem wrong. Yet, you have to keep in
mind that for decadeswe celebrated our 300th birthday in 1979

,
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the cities were the sources of strength for this Nation, cultural,
commercial.

When I went into city hall 30 years ago we were paying over 70
percent of the cost of county governmentwe are crown to 11 per-
cent. I was reading the messages of the mayors before and after the
turn of the century. One complained about the burden on the city
of the county. The -ities: were the county.

So I think it is leg:timate to look at 'I: perhaps at this time as a
situation in which we are asking for some help now as we gave
without asking very much of the county and State and Nation over
the years.

Ms. MACILWAINE. We recently enacted a 90-percent increase in
the income tax to make up the difference of the Federal budget.
cuts plus the inc:. -acing number of unemployed who are not going
to be paying taxL: into the State cf Ohio.

This was a very unpopular thing and it is not going to be used
for newprograms. It is going to strictly meintain the State share of
medicaid and ADC and some of the other cial programs that
have been cut.

Locally in our community we estimat,,: $80 milli; n of
Federal programs cut last year. We have made up about 81 million
of those through a private sector transition rand that is strictly
being used for emergency services.

But we have had to initiate 24 new food pantries in our county.
We had an article in yesterday's paper that the number of suicides
that can be directly attributed to those unemployed who left notes
saying that they killed themselves because they could not work
and had no job and couldn't find anything, there were several case
histories of these in our newspaper yesterday just in our own local
community.

NC'. FRASER. In our State in the las: few years we have raised our
sales tax by 50 percent. It has gone from 4 to 6 percent. It was sup-
posed to be temporary, but the incoming new Governor has pro-
posed that for the time being it become permanent.

We also have a 10-percent surcharge on our income tax. Our
State does provide aid to municipal governments. Notwithstanding
these tax increases, they have cut those aids significantly because
of the shortfall in State revenues.

We have had to reduce our work force by about 10 percent in
recent years. Our police and fire departments are at the lowest
level in a decade, annually at the very bottom level of manning,
now.

So this is 'ery tight. But, you know, the cuts in the Federal pro-
grams on the whole have not directly affected operating programs
for basic municipal services. There are cuts in hea.li.h, there are
cuts in manpower, cuts in transit. But our fire, police, and street
operations are supported by local property taxes, by whatever State
aids we get.

So our distress there has come from the decline in the economy
causing the States to experience a revenue shortfall. If I could add
one last point because you seemed a little surprised at my $10 bil-
lion figure.

That is exactly the same figure on a national level that I urged
in my state of the city address for our State legislature. Last week
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at a press conference attended by the majority leader of our State
Senate, and by the president of our Minnesota AFL-CIO, a bill that
came close to although not quite, that amount, was introduced into
our State legislature.

The :310 billion, I noti:e, is also the same amount as is provided
in Representative Hawkins' legislation. If you look at the AFL-CIO
proposal of a week or two ago, you will find in there a $10 billion
public service employment component. So the $10 billion is not
taken out of the air.

It is what you already have pending before you. it is what the
national AFL-CIO has proposed and I have proposed locally for our
own State legislature. It still will only touch perhaps one out of six
of the unemployed, if that many.

Mr. LowE. Thank you.
Mr. HOLLAND. In New Jersey we did increase cur sales t.ax and

income tax recently.
Ms. MAcli.wAiNF. Just another point. too. Our uncollected taxes.

We collected local real estate taxes last month and we found we
have 511; million of uncollected taxes. So it may not have affected
basic services yet. but if we don't collect those taxes because people
are having to foreclose on their mortgage and can't pay their real
estate taxes, eventually that is going to catch up and interfere with
local government services.

Mr. HOLLAND. We collected one-half million dollars less in taxes
this year and the year before. We are down to about $7 percent,
which means foreclosures are up.

Mr. Lowey. Thank you, Mr Chairman.
Mr. GEPHARDT. Thank you. I come from St. Louis. I was on the

board of aldermen there. I just had a hearing there Friday and had
the labor leaders in and the people who were running the old
CETA program. or did run the CETA program.

I have a great appreciation and understanding of what you face
as local officials. You are on the firing line. You are right there
with people in the streets.

I think the general public has little understanding of what you
are confronting when you have unemployment levels of the kind
you are facing. I have a great deal of admiration for what you do.

The hard, difficult question for us, as I think Mayor Fraser put it
in his testimony, is how much and how we do it. We have been, as
you know. as you probably read in the paper. going through an ex-
ercise in the Democratic Caucus where we have been asking mem-
bers, all the members of the caucus, to go through the various
parts of the budget to see what their basic decisions would be on
how much for jobs and how much for defense and how much of a
deficit and how much for taxes, et cetera.

It has been a ery,' good exercise for everybody. We hope from
that we will come up with a better consensus of what to do.

To give you, however, a picture of the problem we face, if you
hold defense at 5 percentwhich most people think is about as
good as we are going to do even if those who want to cut the rate of
increase in defense are successfuland if you restore most of the
Reagan cuts in the 1984 budget, which costs you about $16 million,
and if you fund a jobs program of, say, $12 billion, you are prob-
ablyand my figures are rough and could be offbut I think you
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will come up with a deficit that is $5 to $(; million higher than Rea -
gan's.

Reagan's deficit on CBO baseline would be about $176 billion,
and with that mixture of policies, you would have a deficit, say, $5
to $(; billion above his, which a lot of members may be willing to
tolerate.

If you do more on taxes, that is assuming a $700 cap on the third
year of the tax cut, which is the proposal, if you go further and
knock out the third year, obviously you can have a more expansive
program, or you can have lower deficits. My question to you is, just
for the sake of argument, assuming a £12 billion jobs or economic
revitalization program, for 19?-44, what would you do with that
money?

I take it from your testimony most of you would like it spent on
public service job's and spent as quickly as possible. But how would
vou spend that £12 billion if that was your responsibility?

Mr. HOLLAND. First of all, we probably would withdraw our re-
quest of our community to adopt our parks. We run approximately
70 parks. Most of those are smaller ones and we can't maintain
them anymore. So we have asked different. neighborhood organiza-
tions to adopt them. I think that is fine, if they would in theory.
But it has been our experience that volunteers can't maintain serv-
ices always. So if the parks should be there and shou;c1 be main-
tained, then they probably should be institutionalized in terms of
their care. Therefore, we should be able to continue to maintain.
We could resume such care with this kind of money. I would be re-
luctant. I never did use Federal funds for police officers or fire-
fighters.

General revenue sharing, we line-item into fire, but that is just a
way of applying it across the entire budget. But I did know they
did in some communities use public service and CETA money to
hire police officers.

That is why we didn't have the traumatic situation other com-
munities did when those funds were cut off. But just across the
board, picking up garbage or sweeping the streets, maintaining the
municipal bui! properly, just a whole range of services which
are now not b : given as they have been traditionally, I suppose
then you do get mt.° replacement.

As I have tried to stress, it is a question not of replacing because
the jobs are gone. It is an add-on in terms of enabling a municipal-
ity to provide what are normal services.

Mr. GEPHARDT. To put a finer point on it, I take it you are saying
that you would want the $12 billion spent on public service jobs.

Mr. HOLLAND. Well, I would likeno, ideally you should train.
For example, I got a call recently from a woman who said that she
had met a man who she thought really cared for her children as
well as herself, and she would like to marry him. He just got out of
prison. He was on welfare in Trenton. While in prison he learned
something about plumbing. He was to be assigned to a work site,
sweeping up leaves or something.

So I called our administration. I said. "Look, let's have this man
work with one of our plumbers, and perhaps there will be an open-
ing with the city or another level of government, or in the private
sector." So what I am doing to the extent we can, is converting the
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workfare programwe have 600 people in Trenton on workfare
into a CETA program. But it is very difficult. So we would try.

There is no question about where the growth industries are.
They are in the service side, and they are in computer technology.
for example. We used some of our CETA money to train young
people in art and photography, and I was criticized for it by one
the local columnists. I said, -What is the difference between having
somebody raking leaves and working in art if the goal is to enable
this child who couldn't otherwise develop the talent to move into a
career and become gainfully employed ?"

So I think the potential is almost unlimited in terms of applying
the funds so far as jobs are concerned. But we have had no abuse
in our city that I know of.

Ms. MAcIt.wAtNE. I think the county's positicn is we would like
to see some kind of local balance. There are infrastructure needs
and there are things that need to be done in the communities. So
there is a need for hard projects, hard money, ar.d also for public
service jobs. In some communities the private sector will provide a
number of jobs that people can be trained to go into. In some com-
munities there is no private industry. So their only answcr for the
unemployed is the publi- service jobs.

I guess our training concerns sort of relate to the President's rec-
ommended budget cut for JPTA. Somewhere, that difference has to
be made up, whether it is in new legislation or whatever. But we
were promised originally a certain funding level, and we are hear-
ing now that the President is recommending a 24-percent cut in
JPTA. If that would happen, our community would lose an addi-
tional $1.6 million of training money.

So in the $12 billion you are talking about, if the training money
doesn't come in somewhere else, it has to come in there because
you have to train some of the unskilled people. You have to provide
public service jobs for those that have no other alternative. You
have to provide money for infrastructure. I think a balance has to
be created.

Mr. HOLLAND. May I ask a question? You indicated earlier that if
we had a $12 billion program, what would we do with it. Obviously
unl?ss there is the elimination of the upcoming tax cut and so on,
it would mean either jobs or cut in deficit. Do you take into consid-
eration the income tax that might be paid, however minimally, the
purchasing power introduced into the marketplace and reflects in
higher taxes'? You don't look at that $12 billion as a complete sub-
traction, do you, from the national picture, income, revenue
costwise?

Mr. GEPHARDT. No; there is some feedback. We are figuring that
in. If you knock out the third year of the tax cut, you can do quite
a bit more because you get $30 billion as opposed to $7 billion from
the $700 cap.

Mr. HOLLAND. Let me say on a personal basis I have never
thought it made sense to fight inflation or fight deficits by cutting
taxes.

Mr. GEPHARDT. Yes, Mr. Fraser.
Mr. FRASER. I should say first that by an overwhelming vote the

National League Board voted in fav- of rescission of the July 10
percent tax cut scheduled for this Juiy. I would like to add on:

'1
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other thought to the discussion of how this money might be spent.
My view is that the need is to put money in the pockets of people
without it being a handout. I think people ought to have meaning-
ful work, or perhaps work and training. Then get the money that
enables them to survive.

I think where the problem begins is when we try to make a pro-
gram like that do too much. It ought to be simple. I personally
would favor using the private sector with subsidized jobs. I would
favor going to Honeywell or Pillsbury or General Mills and saying,
"Here is $4,000, will you take on this person for 6 months, give
them meaningful work, supervise them and, if possible, give them
some training; and above all else, evaluate them." If they are able
to turn in a good performance, then they have something on their
résumé and, in fact, then they may be able to stay on there or get
work somewhere else.

The second thing I would do is require that the private sector be
deeply involved in the planning of the use of these funds. We
happen to have a very public minded private sector in our commu-
nity. I think if we said to them, "We have enough money here for,
say, 1,000 jobs, out of a $12 billion program for all public 'service
employment," I think our city would get about 3,000 jobs, just fig-
uring that out. That would bewe have 17,000 people out of work
in our city, so tbat would be one out of six people.

If we went to the private sector and said, "We have got money to
subsidize 1,000 6-month jobs. Can you find useful places to put
them to work and give them good supervision?" I think the ansv' r
would be yes, and that they themselves would find ways to give
them training as a part of that work experience.

I think it is a mistake, given the magnitude of the unemploy-
ment we have today to just use public or community based agen-
cies as work centers. The private sector is there. They ,Are willing
to help. This may help them a little, but it is not going to help
them a lot. I think what we are really trying to do is put money in
the pockets of people. That is why I think a simple program, simple
requirements for me makes the most sense.

If it means helping a Honeywell or a Pillsbury with some extra
helpers for a few months, that doesn't trouble me at all. I am mare
interested in getting money into the pockets of these people until
this economy is straightened out.

Mr. HOLLAND. Given everything I have said, I subscribe to every-
thing Mayor Fraser just said. We were very fortunate, for example,
when the Carter legislation came down, title in Illat we had
retiring from Trenton State College, the college being a member of
the county chamber of commerce, the president, who was also
president of the chamber of commerce; and 1 got thc,> county eAecu-
tive to go with me and 3ay to the private sector, "You tell us whom
you want to appoint, and vie will form a joint PIL,.' We were each
a prime sponsor.

The president of the chamber of commerce, became the executive
director of that PIC. He hired his staff. Even in a capital city like
ours we know the jobs are in the private sector. Worked out beauti-
fully. Our PIC was pointed to as a model by the Nationa Alliance
of Businessmen. If I had a choice of between somebody to
work with money coming out of Washington ce,ning up that park
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and putting somebody to work in the equivalent of Honeywell in
Minneapolis, I would say put him in that private sector. Even if at
the end of the training he didn't get a job, at least he is on their
list. They know about him and they have evaluated him, which is
important.

Ms. MACILWAINE. If I could just add one last point. By putting
money in their pockets, if we could just reiterate, we will have
them be taxpaying citizens that will create additionE..1 jobs in the
private sector by spinoff of their purchasing power and whatever.
So I think that needs to be emphasized.

It may be a costly program but you are taking people off welfare
and you are having them pay taxes, which is somewhat of a pay-
back.

Mr. HOLLAND. The chairman of our PIC was the local head of
General Motors, so it was a dream situation.

Mr. GEPHARDT. One of the obvious tough issues Mayor Fraser
brought up in his testimony is how much you pay for these jobs. It
is a difficult problem because, understandably, the public employee
unions, and if you work with the private sector the unions there
would be concerned about two classes of employees, if you didn't
pay prevailing wage.

Mayor Fraser, 1 noted that in your McKnight employee program
you paid a little more than minimum wage. You didn't pay prevail-
ing wage, though. Can I get your views on that? I know that Repre-
sentative Lowry talked about that to some extent. It is important,
because when you are looking at our welfare/unemployment cost,
and you are comparing that to the cost of this kind of program,
what kind of wage you pay in this program is critical to how many
people you are going to deal with and how much money is going to
be out there, et cetera. Could you relate to that for a minute?

Mr. FRASER. I think that is a critical issue because I know
AFSCME was concerned, and I think may have been the source of
the prevailing wage requirement under the old PSE, which helped
to put it out of business. That along with the cap, because we
couldn't do both. We couldn't both pay the prevailing wage and
stay under the cap put into the legislation. For me the two basic
protections against substitution or displacement of regular work-
ers, I would make the job short term and impose a requirement in
the law that there could not be displacement or substitution and
put the burden on the local service delivery area to come up with a
plan to prevent it.

Make them show how they are going to prevent it from happen-
ing. My guess is given the state of the economy today that the
union leadership would be delighted to sit down and work out a
program here from which they might get a few more jobs for their
members as supervisors. But they would recognize they would be.
folks on temporary jobs, low pay jobs. and they would know what it
is for, a form of work relief, and that some of their members might
even be the beneficiaries of that.

I myself don't see a problem. I would put the requirement into
law but let the local community work it out. The short-term re-
quirement would be the other way 1 think you could avoid that
problem. Because if they see somebody is only coming in for 6
months, that doesn't tend to worry them so much as if they think,

42
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well, that person is going to be on there 3 years and then becomes
a real substitute for a regular paid worker.

Ms. MACILWAINE. I guess the counties have always supported
prevailing wage, but because of the problem of people thinking that
if it is less than that, that there would be more substitution, you
would be more inclined if you could hire people for less money that
you would substitute more than if it were the same costs. But to
me what we need is just local flexibility of provisions for prevailing
wage, or leave it up to the local county or whoever is running the
program, the ability to negotiate that on the local level.

Things are changing. Unions all over the country are making
concessions. Perhaps what he was saying was the unions would like
some of the supervisory jobs and maybe concede on some of the
entry level jobs as far as prevailing wage is concerned.

Mr. HOLLAND. If we could be sure that a young person, if --.re
were to lower the minimum wage, would get a job which otherwise
wouldn't be available. it would be fine. I know a printer who is a
m:tyor who said that he would hire high school students if he
didn't have to nay the minimum wage. But if he does, he is not
going to hire them. So it means those youngsters just don't get a
chance.

I think on balance, and this is one of the toughest questions
facing our society, you have to st;y with prevailing wage.. If it is a
local option. I think tha., is fine. But you can ultimately get into a
situation where you have a youngster competing with his father for
a job. I think that is worse than being unemAoyed.

Also, as a county representative just noted, I think the market-
place is-starting to cut into the standards, so far as prevailing wage
is concerned, across the board. I know a few years ago in our com-
munity when the request was made for an additional holiday, a
Martin Luther King holiday, I said fine. But you have to give up a
holiday. I don't think Abraham Lincoln would mind. State and
county gave an extra holiday; we didn't. So we have a President's
day and a Martin Luther King holiday.

There is a growing attitude on the part of management in the
public sector and bargaining representatives that it is a new day in
terms of reality, needs, and resources. So I think we stay with
them.

I think if we stay with the minimum wage the marketplcce com-
petition is going to be such that you are going to have an adjust-
ment there.

Mr. FRASER. I wasn't advocating going below the minimum wage.
I would not favor that. It is a question of between the minimum
wage and prevailing wage. I think if you set those as the param-
eters and let local i_overnment work it out. that is the kind of flexi-
bility that would rTitike the most sense. Then you can adjust to the
ci rcu instances.

Mr. GEPHARDT. One at question I have is about training. We
had along session in St. Louis on training. What I got out of it was
that everybody knows how to train people. That is not a problem.
What to train them for is the problem. They had a number of cases
in St. Louis Where they did a marvelous job of training people to be
SC l'eW machine operators in one case, bricklayers in another, weld-
ers in another. After they had produced :509 new well-qualified,
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competent, enthusiastic, screw machine operators, they found out
that there were no jobs for such people. All those people, or virtual-
ly all of them, have not been able to get a job.

Part of it obviously is the recession, the fact that the whole econ-
omy is in the doldrums. Hopefully if the economy comes out, then
jobs will be more readily available. But what came back to me over
and over again was the fact that the people there, and some of
them have been doing this for a long tirne, had no way to figure
out very well what jobs were going to be. available in St. Louis in
the near future, in the foreseeable future. All of the people who
had dealt with CETA and the city representatives and the people
in labor said that one thing they thought the Federal Government
might do better than it has done is to be a better provider of infor
rnation in local areas about what is there, what is likely to be
there, and what kinds of businesses would likely need employees in
the future.

Do you feel that is a need in your area, or do you think you have
that figured out?

Ms. MACILWAINE. I can sneak for our area I don't think we get
very good information at all from the Federal Government. If we
had to rely on it, we probably wouldn't have any kind of program.
Our local chamber does most of our statistical work. We do get
some information, but it is usually so far behind what is really
going on that it is not that useful.

The concern that I have, and I guess we argued when JPTA was
being passed last year that because they have designated 70 per-
cent of the funds to go for training, it is unrealistic to think that
all these trained people are going to end up with anything. They
have even, I guess the new thing the President is recommending is
that intake workers, and counselors and people who actually help
people who are unemployed are

. disallowed in that 70 percent.
There is a real issue there of what kind of services can be taken
out of the 70 percent training runds. So you know my feeling is we
don't get good information, but the jobs are not there anyway, so
you need to do mere of other things besides the information..

Mr. Hol.LAND. \` e are about towe are considering and probably
will undertake a study which will do precisely what you indicate is
the need. James Howe, senior vice president and chief economist of
the First National Bank of Boston and chairman of the Council of
Northeast Economic Action, is working with some people who are
working with municipalities to determine what the needs are. They
will not come into a municipality unless the project is funded by
the private as well as public sector.

We are going to be, I am favoring it, and I am sure the city coun-
cil will agree, we will know exactly what the trends are in our com-
munity. I think the Department of Labor will help with that. Until
recently you couldn't even find out the unemployment rate in your
area. So I agree the emphasis has to be on placement. We have to
know what the immediate option will be as in computer technology
plus what the needs will be if steel starts coming back as all of a
sudden it looks like it might, or housing. Whatever the regrowth
industries would be.

Mr. FRASER. I would agree about the need for better information.
My sense is that we need it both at the national level to discern
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long-term economic trends, but also we need to do it at the local
level. We have just formed a nonprofit corporation which repre-
sents one of our public-private partnerships, which is suppose to do
strategic planning in the field of employment. It is structured in
such a way that it will not have any manpower providers on the
boards, so that they can critique our placement systems, our train-
ing systems, our school system. Out of this effort we hope that we
are going to get some good information so we know what we should
be doing as a community.

Mr. GEPHARDT. HOW is that funded?
Mr. FRASER. By foundation and private company money.
Mr. GEPHARDT. But none of that is city money?
Mr. FAASER. I am sorry. It is also subsuming the PIC. But the

way we give money to the PIC, or have been, is by contract when
the PiC undertakes to do a specific piece of work. For example, we
did have an outstanding contract, which is still going on, in which
the PIC is surveying employers to establish standards that training
institutions have to meet for somebody to be considered work
ready, or employable.

Well, that then feeds into some of the staff of this new agency
because they also do serve as our PIC. So there is a mix of private
and public money.

Mr. GEPHARDT. So taking from what you have said and from your
testimony, I guess, you think it is a need, but you think it is some-
thing that has to be done at the local level, and maybe you would
like to see some funding from the Federal Government to help that
happen in local communities so that there can be better informa-
tion and planning and strategizing on how to deal with this whole

...stion of training and retraining?
Mr. FRASER. Yes: because we are going to have to go back to the

private sector year after year to support this. In a way, this ought
to be part of a national strategy to more carefully aline cur policies
and programs with respect to employment. So I think if money
were provided that would assist us in planning, that would be very
helpful.

Mr. GEPHARDT. I want to thank you all for your excellent testi-
mony. I reaily appreciate you taking the time to be here. Your tes-
timony be most helpful to us in trying to put together the 19S4
budget. Thank you.

Mr. HOLLAND. I want to tell you how refreshing it is to come to
Washington and testify before two people, one of whom served at
the municipal level and the other at the county level.

Ms. MACILWAINE. See if you can do something about the Presi-
dent's budget cuts on JPTA. It really has us greatly concerned.

Mr. GEPHARDT. I understand and we will.
Our next witness is William Lucy, secretary-treasurer of Ameri-

can Federation of State and County and Municipal Employees. We
are happy to have you here today and look forward to your testi-
mony.
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM LUCY, SECRETARY-TREASURER,
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF STATE, COUNTY, AND MUNICIPAL
EMPLOYEES, ACCOMPANIED BY STEVE SILBIGER. ASSOCIATE
DIRECTOR FOR LEGISLATION
Mr. LUCY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. GEPHARDT. Welcome.
Mr. LUCY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. With me is Steve Silbiger

of our union. We certainly want to express our appreciation for
this opportunity to present our testimony and present our views re-
garding Federal employment policy. I would like to start by saying
President Reagan's policies continue to consist of reduced domestic
spending, unprecedented increases in defense spending, sharp
supply-side tax reductions for individuals and corporations and
strict adherence to restrictive monetary policies.

These policies are both inconsistent, imprudent, and detrimental
to economic growth and job creation. We currently face the highest
unemployment rates since the Great Depression: Almost 20 million
Americans are unable to find full-time jobsand the employment
prospects for the near term appear dismal. Even the Office of Man-
agement and Budget forecasts that unemployment will remain
above 10 percent throughout 3983.

The human hardship and suffering that unemployment brings is
being documented almost daily in newspaper reports across the
country. It can be seen at D.C. General Hospital where 5,038 more
people resorted to its emergency room and outpatient clinics in
1981 than in 1980. It can be seen at a shelter for battered women
in Peoria, where the percentage of women whose husbands were
unemployed jumped from 33 to 70 percent after a local brewery
closed. There have been increased reports of child abuse and ne-
glect corresponding to increases in unemployment in Wisconsin
counties, and the list goes on.

State and local governments have not been spared. In fact, it is
ironic that this sector which is supposed to help the unemployed
has itself been decimated by President Reagan's fiscal and econom-
ic policies. In January, the National Governor's ssociation report-
ed that current fiscal year revenues for States are expected to be
down nearly $8 billion from what was expected at the outset of the
fiscal year. Cities and counties are facing similar shortages and
budget crunches.

Although the economy is expected to experience a recovery in
1983, State and local governments will continue to falter for sever-
al reasons. First. many State and local governments have carried
over past budget problems into future fiscal years by accelerating
tax payments, postponing spending, and shifting funds. The prob-
lems States have deferred will haunt them in the future.

Second, some governments are constrained by tax and revenue
limitations that prevent them from taking actions to shore up lag-
ging revenue. Finally, . he national economic recovery will be
uneven; many of the more distressed States in the industrial Mid-
west and Pacific Northwest will see recoveries whH are both
weaker and later in arriving than the national picture ould indi-
cate.
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President Reagan's policies have only added salt to the wounds of
State and local govern merits. Recently AFSCME, along with the
Public Employee Depa, ment of the AFL-CIO, released a study en-
titled "State of the States,- which provided a detailed analysis of
the State-by-State, program-by-program cuts in Federal aid since
President Reagan took office. We found that since 1981; &ate and
local governments have suffered 357 billion in Federal cuts. Such
policies have only exacerbated an already grim financial picture in
the State and local sector.

The deterioration in State and local governments' fiscal condi-
tion is acting as a drag on the economy. Real purchases of goods
and services by State and local governments have decreased in
each of the past 2 years, falling 0.8 percent in 1981 and 1.1 percent
in 192, while State and local government employment has also de-
clined by 0,9 percent in 1981 and 1.5 percent in 1982.

By contrast, in the 1973-75 recession, State and local government
real spending increased by 3.9 percent in 1974 and 2.9 percent in
1975, and State and local employment also rose during this time by
:3.4 percent in 1974 and 4.3 percent in 1975 even as GNP dropped.
The gains in State and local government activity during the 197:3
75 recession aided in reducing the misery of unemployment and
helped promote increased economic activity.

We thus find ourselves in a vicious cycle in which the primary
deliverers of services to those burdened by the recession are them-
selves victims of the recession. Federal fiscal policies must lend a
helping hand to States in order to alleviate the hardships of unem-
ployment and prombte a sustained economic recovery.

AFSCME believes that three actions are needed. First. State and
local governments urgently require increases in general revenue
sharing to ease fiscal pressures and stave off further cuts in serv-
ices. Local gene, -al revenue sharing has essentially remained frozen
since the beginning of fiscal year 1977--but since then the cost of
purchasing State and local goods and services has risen by over 50
percent. An adjustment for inflation would give local governments
a sorely needed shot in the arm. Reinstitution of the State share of
general revenue sharing would bolster the financial picture at the
State level.

Second, State and local governments, along with the recipients of
public services, would benefit from the creation of public sector
jobs. These need not be make-work jobs: there is plenty of impor-
tant work to be done rebuilding and maintaining the public infra-
structure. staffing day care centers, and providing many other vital
services. Public service jobs will provide the unemployed with the
opportunity to become productive members of society. Thousai of
current AFSCME members, particularly women and minorities,
gained entry to full-time, gainful employment through the previous
public service employment program.

Finally, Congress should act to restore domestic spending cuts in
the areas of job training, social services, and health care which pro-
vide the unemployed a path to self-sufficiency. We must make a se-
rious commitment to retraining displaced workers and to providing
the economically disadvantaged, and especially disadvantaged
youth, with useful skills. Since fiscal year 1978, budget outlays for
employrnew and training programs have been rut by over bil-
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lion or 52 percentand these sharp reductions are before taking
inflation into account.

Accompanying the increase in employment and training must be
an expansion of social services to support the efforts of the unem-
ployed and the economically disadvantaged to improve their eco-
nomic well-being. Also, control of health care costs should not be
achieved by cutting services to the poor and unemployed, but
through controlling costs of the health care industry including cap-
ital expenditures and doctor fees.

I would like to take this time to make some comments on Pres:-
dent Reagan's proposals for fiscal year 1984. The President's pro-
posals display little appreciation of the dismal economic situation
confronting us. Despite the hardships of unemployment and the
poor condition of State and local government, the administration
continues to push for the same r-ickage of fiscal policies that
brought us to these difficult times: Substantial increases in mili-
tary spending, large reductions in ,lornestic spending, and more
supply-side tax policy.

The administration has put forth proposals to provide incentives
for employment such as a jobs tax credit for hiring the long-term
unemployed. Enterprise Zone tax credits, and a subminimum wage
for youth These proposals have serious flaws, and are grossly inad-
equate to meet current needs. We believe that the most effective
way to improve the long run employment prospects of the unem-
ployed and the economically disadvantaged is to equip them with
real skills through training and supportive servicesnot to give
their potential employers further tax breaks or to threaten neces-
sary labor protections.

America also needs programs to reverse the economic decline of
our inner cities. The administration's proposal for Enterprise Zones
is in our opinion not the answer to these difficulties. The effect of
Enterprise Zones would be to simply reduce business taxes further
without much impact on employment and rob government of its
ability to provide basic services that are required for sustained eco-
nomic growth.

Rebuilding our Nation's distressed areas requires the direct in-
vestment of public funds for bricks and mortar projects, capita! for
business, education and training programs for local residents, and
developing local capacity.

The Reagan, administration has pursued cuts in domestic pro-
grams and supply -side tax policies because of its view that Govern-
ment spending is wasteful and unproductive. AFSCME believes
that these attacks against Government spending are unfounded.
The time has come to cast aside the simplistic notion that all forms
of public spending are unproductive. Our private economy requires
Government intervention for economic stability and economic
growth. Good highways and railroads permit the efficient transport
of goods and produce. Good sewers make possible business expan-
sion. Good education and training systems enhance the skills of the
work force and advance productivity. Good social services enable
the economically disadvantaged to join the ranks of the employed
and become productive members of society.
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We believe that Congress must take the lead in formulating an
effective employment policy and look forward to working with youin this critically important area.

Thank you for this opportunity to testify. Again, Mr. Chairman, I
want to express our appreciation for having the opportunity to
project our views on this matter.

.Testimony resumes on p. 51.;
[The prepared statement of Mr. Lucy follows:]
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State and local governments have not been spared. In fact, it

is ironic _..at this sector which is supposed to help the unemployed

has itself been decimated by President Reagan's fiscal and economic

policies. :n Janual, the National Governor's Association reported

:ha: correro fiscal year revenues for states are expected to be

down nearly SE blUion from what was expected at the outset of the

fiscal year. ..Jities and counties are facing similar shortages

and budget crunches.

Although :te economy is expected to experience a recovery in

state and local governments will continue to falter for

several reasons. First, many state and local governments have

'conned over past budret problems into future fiscal years by

accelerating tax payments, postponing spending, and shifting funds.

to problems states have deferred haunt them in the future.

Second, some governments are constrained by tax and revenue limita-

tions that prevent them from taking actions to shore up lagging

revenue. Finally, the national economic recovery will be uneven;

many of the more distressed states in the industrial Midwest and

Pacific Northwest will see recoveries which are both weaker and

later in arriving than the rational picture would indicate.

President Reagan's policies have only added salt to the

wounds of state and local governments. Recently AFSCME, along

with the PunIiO Employee Department of the AFL-CIO, released a

study entitled "State of the States", which provided a detailed

analysis of the state-by-state ,
program-by-program cuts in

federal aid since 'resident Reagan took office. We found that

since 1981, state and local governments have suffered $57 billion

in federal cut:. Such policies have only exacerbated an already

grim financial picture in the state and local sector.
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7,.esuilcing our nation's distressed arcas

investment of public funds for bricks 2nd 77.1--tar 7r0:e7.ts,

for business, ed',oaoon and training programs for local ne.iY.lento,

and developing loco. capacity.
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requires government intervention for economic stability and

economic growth. Good highways and railroads perni' "e
transport of ;sods and produce. Good sewers make possible business

expansion. Good education and training systems enhance the skills

of the workforce and adc..enoe producti7itv. Good scdial services

enable the cc--smica:ly
disc.dvantaoed to .(cin the ranks of the

employed and become productive members of society.

We believe that Congress must take the lead in formulatinc

an effective empLoycent po:icy and look forward to workinc with

you in this critically important area.

Thank you for this opportunity to testity.
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Mr. GEPHARDT. Thank you very much for your excellent testimo-
ny. Representative Lowry.

Mr. LOWRY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you for the testimony. What would he the total outlay re-

quest in 1984 for the different elements you said that we shouid be
doing in 1984?

Mr. Lucy. We have projected, Congressman, an overall program
that would total some $25 billion in revtnnes. It is our anticipation
that that expenditure, with the targeted areas that we propose,
would increase the employment, directly and indirectly, by some
2.5 million people. We see a real need through infrastructure pro-
grams, for development of skills in the health care and health de-
livery systems. We see any number of jobs in the environmental
area that could certainly be productive jobs in terms of the life of
the cities, counties, and States, in providing clean air, clean water.

W see a real need to do something in the area of the elderly.
There are new needs just by virtue-of the elderly living longer. Day
care centers, as I spoke of earlier in the testimony, are certainly a
fundamental need we have.

Mr. LowitY. Outlay expenditures of about S25 billion?
Mr. Lucy. About $25 billion.
Mr. LOWRY. That is an estimate of the overail program. What is

AFSCNIE's position on the third year tax cut?
Mr. LucY. We, as you are aware, Mr. Lowry, believe that the tax

program in total was unfair to the broad cross section of American
workers. We look at the third year cut as again giving more to the
already wealthy at the expense of the average American citizens.
Let me say we would, however, certainly take a look at how those
funds might be used if they were to be used in a job creation
manner if the cut is to go forward. It is our view that the dispro-
portionate inequitable impact makes the third year cut somewhat
quest ionahle.

Mr. Lot.vity, Would AFSCME support elimination of the third

Lt.cY. Let tne say we would want ;. look at it although our
hasic instinct would be to support the elimi.tlCicn of ;t.

Mr. Lowity. What level of PSE employment do you think we
ought to be working on in this committee for 19-1, and what do
you think the wage rate should be?

Mr. Lucy. Let me answer the second question first. Naturally, we
are very concerned about wage levels that would seriously impact

:t the levels we have established already. It is our concern that
most people view public sector jobs as something that anybody can
do, therefore there is a ready supply. We would argue that prevail-
ing rates should exist and that skills required for the jobs are skills
that are valuable to the community. W. would certainly take a
look at any proposals that would come forth with State and local
4-overnment to establish a rate that would try and supply the larg-
e::t number 0;' jobs.

in t he proposals we have testified before on, and our support for
potions taken previously by the AFL-CIO, we believe just a hair
over one-half billion jobs would be the target figure. We are con-
cerned that in terms of just looking at the maximum number of
jobs, looking at the lowest pay, is not the answer to increasing that

5 :3
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number because we are not talking about leaf rals.rig jobs. We are
talking about jobs that actually need doing in cities, counties
around the country right now.

Mr. LOWRY. Thank you. One last question, Mr. Chairman. Re-
garding reinstitution of State revenue sharing, what is the outlay
figure for that in 1984? What would that be?

Mr. LUCY. About $2.3 billion.
Mr' LOWRY. Thank you. for your very good testimony. Thank you,

Mr. Chairman.
Mr. GEPHARDT. My question is on defense. Do you have a position

on the increase in defense that you would be for in this budget? Is
.5 percent in real terms, or 3 percent? Do you have a position?

Mr. LUCY. Let me say, Mr. Chairman, first we are as an organi-
-zation, certainly as Americans, concerned about our defense pos-
ture totally. We are concerned that the serious focus on defense
spending is 'shifting our concerns from other areas of our society
that need attention. Our view is that something between zero and 4
or 5 percent might be looked at. I would prefer certainly on the low
end, zero to 3 percent, might more meet our needs.

I am not convinced that we need an MX missile. I am not ccn-
vinced that the B-1 bomber is as effective as advertised. I think the
strength of our Nation is much more rooted in the well-being of
our people than it is in new and advanced military technology. Al-
though we recognize that we have got to keep a strong military
force, the tremendous increase in defense spending and the larger
and growing proportions of the overall budget reflected in the de-
fense spending is a bit, in my opinion, out of proportion to our
needs.

Mr. GEPHARDT. To reiterate what you have said so I clearly un-
derstand it, I take it you are saving you wi)uld like to see us add
about $25 billion for jobs?

Mr. LUCY. Yes.
Mr. GEPHARDT. Would all of that be targeted at public service

jobs, or just part of it?
Mr. LUCY. No: i think a portion of it could certainly be ear-

marked for public service jobs. What certainly is necessary is a
strengthened private sector, or strengthened private sector econo-
my that could create the expansion that would take up the real
excess unemployment we have experienced. We think that a strong
public service is necessary just to meet the minimum needs of our
cities, counties and States. We don't see the public sector as being
the answer to the unemployment problem. But certainly as has
been the history in past years, it has solved at least a portion of
the problem in times of just unusual economic distress.

The problem we have now, which apparently is going to be with
us the rest of 1983, possibly even 1984, is that the economy is
either so weak, certainly very erratic, and if recovery comes at all
it is not going to be uniform recovery. We will have areas of the
country ill experiencing serious distress and no program on track
to meet z.iose problems. The answer is not moving to the Sun Belt.
You are now seeing increased levels of unemployment in that area.

Mr. GEPHARDT. I don't know if you were here when Mayor Fraser
was testifying, but he was talking about a program they have had
there to try to involve,people in private employment. He was talk-
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ing about maybe using some moneys to partially subsidize employ-
ees in the private sector. Do you have any opinion on that as an-
other way to try to get people back to work?

Mr. LI: Cy. As I said before, we think certainly that the private
sector is the long-term answer. Any place we can get the business
community to cooperate with a public sector program should be at-
tempted. I don't know the particular program that Mr. Fraser was
speaking of, but I would suspect just knowing his interest and con-
cern in these areas that it would be one that would be beneficial in
terms of the city, and certainly would be focused toward relieving
just the hardships of unemployment among people in his communi-
ty.

don't see that kind of program being the answer to the overall
problem, absent some sort of national priority given to a jobs pro-
gram. I think if left to community by community, the distress they
are experiencing right now simply in many cases would not allow
the most hard-pressed areas to formulate programs even if business
was willing to cooperate.

I would look at a city like Detroit and raise the question, where
will you find that sector of the business community that is either
able right now to involve themselves. if you look at New York,
Philadelphia, Cleveland, where the unemployment problem is diffi-
cult but it is a much more severe prcHem among large segments of
the population, the unemployment p: Jblems of black youth will not
be resolved through, I don't want to call them do good programs,
but by limited programs on a community basis. There has to be
some national thrusts to get at the deep-seated problems of the
structurally unemployed people in those communities.

Mr. GEPHARDT. Do you have any Figures for unemployment in
your union nationwide?

Mr. Lucy. Our union is not one that you can measure in the
same context you do industrial unions or trade unions. We believe
that in the public sector in general the work force has been re-
duced some 3;0,000 to 350,000 people over about a 22- to 24-month
period. Fr;-,n-, among our membership as a result of this budget
crunch, tax limitation problems, we have probably lost about 60,000
members from our union. The impact of that is that you see a seri-
ous reduction in not only the level of service but the quality of
services in community after community around this country.

In many cases, services that previously existed for free. have to
he paid for by assessments or fees. We think that has :Jontributed
to reduction of Quality of life in those cities and counties and
States.

Mr. (4:Pit:NJ:PT. When v)Ir say !;),(mi, how many members
do you have?

Mr. Lucy. Our tim,,r, ha, b, Virtually
in the pul-;:ie service.

Mr. (;EptiARD-r. Represeithitive Lowry.
Mr. 1..4)witY. No further questions, Mr. chairinan.
Mr. GEPHARDT. I appreciate very much your taking th tune to

be here. Your testimony will be very helpful to us in tring to put
wgether the parts of the ?,!S1 budget Thank you very much.

Our last witns,: will be Lydia Fischer. c:)non-;ist. r ,-carch do
I'Art Men; "svith thy i'inted Wcrkers.
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STATEMENT OF LYDIA FISCHER. ECONOMIST. RESEARCH DE-
PARTMENT. UNITED AUTO WORKERS. ACCOMPANIED BY DORIS
SIEGNER

Ms. FISCHER. Thank you for the opportunity to be here. With me
is Doris Siegner, a colleague in my department who has been in
charge of our involvement in JPTA.

Mr. Chairman, as you know, the UAW is headquartered in De-
troit where one problem this committee is dealing with, dislocated
workers, is at its worst. Living in Detroit, you live with the dilem-
ma the committee is addressing. One of them at least. We are talk-
ing about training people, and that is fine. But where are the jobs
going to come that we are training people for is a problem.

Yesterday, for example, there was an .rticle on the front page of
the Detroit paper. with the following story. Last Saturday 1,000
people applied for just six jobs. The line of people was half a mile
long by 8 o'clock in the morning. One of the people interviewed by
the Detroit Free Press was a 40-year-old millwright laid off from
steel. He had been looking for a job, he said. for 1 year already, in
the State and outside, with no results.

So here we have somebody among the most skilled in metalwork-
ing, and there are no jobs for him either in Michigan or anywhere
else.

Let me tell you the extent of the unemployment problem at GM,
which is, of course, the largest corporation that we have organized.
I am sure you are aware that the company and the union negotiat-
ed a lump-sum payment for laid off GM workers at the time of the
holidays. There were 167,000 people indefinitely laid off from GM
then. In order to be eligible, you had to have exhausted your UC
and to be jobless, of course. Incredible as this may seem, fully

,000 people qualified to collect their S300 bonus.
The extent of joble,;sness among autoworkers and suppliers goes

far beyond those laid off by GM. By BLS's count we have los!
325,000 jobs in auto alone, and across the economy we calculate 1
million auto-related jobs are gone.

The i npact on black and minorities has been especially devastat-
ing becL use BLS figures show that they make up 22 percent of the
auto work force, while in the work force nationwide they only
rake up 11 percent.

So when plants in Detroit or St. Louis close down, the black com-
munity suffers disproportionately. The same has happened to His-
panics in plant closings in the west coast. We have had plants close
there that were one-third Hispanic.

Though there is much talk of recovery nov, see very little
evidelce of it in the auto industry and cc-1k* in another hard-
hit industry, farm implements.

Apart from a modest uptick in auto produ,_ .on t:.-iere is not much
there. The latest do;: tic sales figures came in some percent
lower in February th..n 1 year ago. Eventually, however, econo-
mists say recovery must Come.

it is widely predicted that even then countless thousand,: of
t he jobs lost in auto and manufacturing as a whole will ri,t reap-
pear. Fi,7 011E' thing. in auto, we know that there have he,..n pfodw:.-
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tivity improvements all along. From 19.50 to 1951, BLS calculates a
4.7-percent improvement in productivity.

From 1951 to 1952 the official figures are still not out; we have
computed that units produced fell 12 percent but employment fell
14 percent. this despite a much richer output mix. So we have got
the blessing, but the problems also. brought about by technological
change.

The UAW has responded to this massive crisis of our members in
collective bargaining, in programs k.r retraining people. in crisis
intervention, et cetera. I will be glad to comment on those if you
have any questions. But the scope of the dislocation problem is so
severe that we can barely begin to meet the needs of our member-
ship through collective bargaining.

host important is that, of course, we cannot make jobs. So we
look to the Federal Government for assistance and action. Unfortu-
na`-'y. the response has been opposite from what was needed.
R r than soften the blow brought about by the crisis, the Goy-
ei lent has made it more severe, as shown by the fact that less
th_.n half of the unemployed are collecting unemployment benefits,

propertion far lower than in previous recessions.
In terms of dollars, it has been calculated that the increase in

(: -,veri-ment assistance per unemployed worker plummeted from
,.-rage of S392 in the 1970 recession to just S48 in 1982.

Now, one of the 1954 budget proposals of the administration is to
spend 8204 million for the dislocated worker program under JPTA.

This amount we believe is totally inadequate. Only 96,000 people
would be served. This is according to the administration's own fig-
ures. Now, we calcuate that the number of displaced workers in
any year right now would be, could be as high as 2 million, al-
though here we don't have any official data.

Aside from its small funding, the dislocated worker problem
under .JPTA. falls short of need in that it does not require a sti-
pend. This will many from enrolling in training; many
others will only :.:-511 fur a unlimitedshortertraining period.

Experience us that short-term training does not. lead to
enough skill deveiepn-ient to warrant good, tong-term job opportuni-
ties. Furthe-tmor.. no services, such as counseling or crisis inter-
vention, are required by JPTA. either. No health care protection or
other assistance such as help with home mortgage foreclosures.

Still, we are gratified that there is a dislocated worker section in
JPTA because that means there is recognition that the problem
exists. But we urge Congress to fund it at a minimum of 81 billion
for the next budgetary year, and to provide te,r funds in the future
so we are assured of the ..,.)ntinuing existence of the program.

Also, JIYFA must require that income maintenance and support
services be provided. But we want also to stress that the main
problem of the administration's prograr. . :< to aid dislocated workers
is that its only focus is training. What need is jobs.

First, we need to insure economic recovery. That will take a mas-
sive effort ln terms of job creation. We hope that the 84.9 billion
passed by the /louse. if enacted. 1)ecomes only the first installment
of a rn ich rm)re arnhitious

a trade policy whidl takes into account the
.,!. .0,11.,,r-ny of the trade )olicies of other nations.
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Third, we need- a coherent employment oriented industrial policy
that encourages development of high tech industries while preserv-
ing and strengthening our basic manufacturing sector.

Thank you very much.
[Testimony resumes on p. (53.1
[The prepared statement of Ms. Fischer follows:]
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C.)nservot Veiy estimated trot at :east 2 million workers a year fall into the

aispiaced worker" category)

..1,;.,r,over, the present structure of the dislocated worker program has

Supportive services, stipends, allowances and administrative costs

ere held tc 2f; percent of the federc! funds available to the states. Even though this

!imitation does not apply to any state match, at best, the availability and size of

stipends end allowances will be only rninirnci, preventing many workers from participating

train:hi: programs because they will lack the financial resources to support themselves

aria forniii,fs wnile in training. Limited stipends nci allowances also will move

he programs toward short-term t:cining, which post experience has shown oft.r.n fails

to result ci.evt..lopm,nt that leads to good long-term job opportuni:ies.

Furthermore, making supportive services compete for a small pool of potential funding

is rtipecicily short-sihted. Often the availability of crisis intervention and counseling

service, such as tcmily and credit counseling, are a pre-condition for succcess of

training or other forms of assistance, cs are health care protection, life insurance

coverage, anct mortgage assistance. Compounding this limitation, the law does not

reqiiire that of tnese services and protections be provided.

Among the things which ore needed if c comprehensive displaced worker

training progrGir e successful are the following:

Notice. hen a plant upon which a community's economic lifeblood

depends is to ciose, adequate lead time is essential if appropriate programs to

assist affected workers are to be successfully developed and implemented. Yet virtually

clone among the major industrialized countries, the U.S. does not require advance notice

,,cjor pint shctdowns.

:_s,7imato hosed on wor;< by Professors f3arrz i_iiuestone and Doonett Harrison in
which they found that 15 million U.S. workers became victims of plant shutdowns
hetweeiii and -- an average of 2.1 million per year. Given the magnitude
of t e .1,-onomic. crisis and t he severity of its impact on basic industries such as

C
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Mr. GEPHARDT. Thank you for excellent testimony, both written
and what you presented here this morning. Representative Lowry.

Mr. LOWRY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
For retrained workers in old industries to go to new opportuni-

ties of employment. will there really be the opportunities for em-
ployment in the private sector? Are we kidding ourselves when we
talk about being able to find economic activities in the private
sector for a significantly large number of people? Is it in the pri-
vate sector, or do we have to have a different attitude toward
public service?

Ms. FISCHER. No. Obviously, the public sector would absorb :-_)me
of the people, too, but we are thinking, and this is what my third
point at the end was of an industrial policy. We think that we have
to strengthen our basic manufacturing so that those people eventu-
ally will get a job back. They may not get a job back in auto, but
they may get a job somewhere else in industry.

So we are not only thinking of becoming a service economy, so to
speak. Right now there are no jobs, no question about it. It's been
mentioned several times since I have been here. We do believe that
there is room fornot room, but needfor training. But what we
are seeing is that training is the only thing that is being done, and
that is not nearly enough.

Mr. LowRy. You know, there is only a certain amount of comput-
ers; Atari is moving out of the country.

Ms. FISCHER. Right.
Mr. LOWRY. With this collapsing of the world economy where are

they going to sell their products? We are going to increase our im-
ports and our exports.

In the private sector, are there enough potential jobs in the pri-
vate economy for retraining steel, auto, and other workers where
there is overcapacity at this time?

Ms. FISCHER. I think the question then becomes, are we going to,
you know, continue to strive toward full employment. I think we
have to. I think the question of the world economy has to be ad-
dressed. I think there, what you are pointing out is the need for
other economies to rebound along with ours, because there is just
so much interdependence. But also the fact that, as somebody men-
tioned before, we need a national strategy, a national manpower
stratery.

We will have to lock at the jobs and say, are we expecting people
to work too many hours? We are seeing technological advance-
ment, as I mentioned, in our own industry that is going to contin-
ue, and that is good. But the question then becomes, who are going

be the people holding the jobs? I think one of the things we will
.ive to look at is the reduction in the work week.
Mr. LowitY. Not to extend this philosophical discussion too far,

but are we concentrating too much on the fact that the jobs have to
be there in the private sector? Are we being absolutely unrealistic,
playing to what people want to hear, making believe that some
way the private economy out there is going to provide the jobs
when we can't even really name the products that are going to be
utilized within that private sector that would provide the future
number of jobs? Should we be addressing more the other needs in
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society, of education, of no approach at all to crime, of things that
really fall more into the public domain?

Ms. F'ISCHER. I am all forwe in the UAW are all for a more ac-
tivist Government. That means that there is going to be more
people working for the Government. I think also that this means
that the functions the Government is taking upon itself to provide
right now, have to be expanded. For example, we don't see any-
thing wrong with, in fact we would welcome the Government
taking a bigger role in energy.

Now, that is going to take people. And also some of the examples
that you have given, of course. That is going to take people. We
have nothing against the Federal Government providing the jobs.

I think that what I want to say is that we are not only looking at
service jobs here. When I talk about energy, these are jobs that are
much closer to the jobs you see in manufacturing, than the jobs
you see in community development type of services.

Mr. LOWRY. Just one other area that I know you mentioned,
health care insurance for the unemployed. Do you have a plan of
how we would really make that work? How do we take care of the
health care insurance for people who are losing their independence
because they are no longer covered by the company policy?

Ms. FiscHER. I know that there are some proposals around, some
initiatives. One of them would be for the Federal Government to
give block grants to the States so that they would use them to pro-
vide health care insurance. There, of course is never going to be
enough money to take care of the 12 million unemployed, but at
least we could set some priorities. We could have pregnant women
and young children be the first beneficiaries, first in line for this
health care. So I think it could be done.

It seems that it is much more difficult to get Congress to vote
those funds than it would be to deliver the funds to the people who
need them. Although I recognize there is the eligibility problem, et
cetera There are problems. But we think that grants would be one
way to funnel funds, allocating them to States according to the un-
employment rate.

Mr. LOWRY. Can you expand upon what you think olir interna-
tional trade policy should be? Your third point.

Ms. FISCHER. Well, as you know, we are supra-rting lvive
thrown all the resources of our union behind t:. Local ,!oraeri.L
which is now H.R. 1234. We believe that that is what is rtuces:,:-is-
right now to stop the deterioration in auto and to really give an
opportunity for the industry +.0 get back on its feet.

Also, to bring more investment here that we need, and jobs that
we need, while preserving the options for the consumer. We see
H.R. 1234 as an investment bill where we would give a very strong
incentive to the Japanese cornpanie: , because it's them that we are
talking about, of course, to come and invest here and provide jobs
while they service this market.

Mr. LOwRY. As far as al: world trade in addition to automobiles,
how much of the markets in the United States and how much of
the markets outside the United States?

Ms. In term- of auto?
Mr. Lo-,J!). IP H.lins of all products.

G
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fi'..s.cDEP. don't know Ha., figure offhand. it. we
are ..A I'.; riiiirkf.t in a lot of areas. In most of thorn.

Mr. If we just use consumption, which I don't think. I

cnn't I gao that. We Consume ti third of the products. which
means two-thirds are outside of the country. There isn't a real
cianger---frankly I don't want to go on on thisisn't there a real
danger of reciprocal action by other nations to things like the do-
inesti.: content bill that are going to be devastating?

Ms. FiscHER. Well, no. becaus. all other nations which have an
auto industry hi ye some kind protection of their industry. S. if
we say the ;Japanese would retaliate, then where would they go?
Where would they go to buy the products that they need from us?
Where would they find a country that does not have some kind of
restrictionsif v.,. want to calf them thatas we would like to
imp' Hi' here':

We are VtIT', .,cerned about that. After all, we not only repre-
sent workers in industries affected by imports, but we represent
many workers in industries which depend very much on exports.

So we have locked at that very carefully and we just don't see
any danger really of' that happening because of the special situa-
tion that the auto industry has in other countries, the special
measures that have been put in place to protect the auto industry
in other countries.

Mr. Lowitiv. I don't agree on that. But I agree with you on other
portions. We can argue on that a long time. I have spent a lot of
time talking with exrepresentatives of your market on the recipro-
cal danger on other countries reacting. China reacted in 1 day to
our textile ev m)rtsin I day.

We have surplus. exports to China. In one day they
wcrie moving to shut tho. down. It car go a long ways. But thank
you for your excellent fts:imony on of what we sh,!in:i
he doing.

Mr. GEPHARDT. 1 would ;14. about, the voluntary
men, that now has been signed for the third Year on auto:-
the Japanese.

Ms. ii'IscHER.
Mr. GENTARDT. a your union, to your knowledge. r:onstihii

:11),)u., the third ...(:;ir by any of our trade officials before the rd
yenr w;1- :igri','d to by the Japanese'.' Were there any di;-.
that you are aware of with officials of your union with the trade
office, ,,r anybody else?

'Ms. Vise Hat President lisraser was in discus-
sions at the White and basically made the point of how
muci ' need the legisntion that we are suDporting. I just really
coo lo t go beyond that I basically do not When the restric-
tions were put in place the first time. ( r .lion was that this is
not what we want. Tlns falls short of hat we need, but it certainly
is a modest step in the ri 'lit direction.

of CHLI rSe. i1 didnt even turn out to be that, because the nuirki'i
went Ii: 'with the floor. and the .Japanese imports ended up taking
more. a greater share of the market than in the previous year.

Mr GEPHARDT. But you don't have any specific knowledge of
whet or the trade representative's office had conversations with of.-
ficials of your union before the third year was agreed to'.'
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MS. FISCEIFIL No; I just couldn't comment on that.
Mr. Let me ask about this retraining problem. From

your figur_s, you have thousands of people in Ohio, Michigan, Illi-
nois, indiLna, and Missouri, I might add.

Ms. FISCHER. Right.
Mr. GEPHARDT. Although we are in better shape than those

States.
Ms. FISCHER. Yes; your unemployment rate is lower.
Mr. GE:PHARDT. Our three major plants are still open, which is

unusual, but you have thousands of workers who are now begin-
ning to exha-ist these benefits. What do you think is going to
t!appen to these people? Will they leave the area? Are they going
to go on welfare? What are they likely to if Ifiey are not called
back to work? I take it the projection nov is that a lot of them
wouldn't be called back to work.

Ms. FISCHER. That is right. Well, yeti know, that is a real' puzzle,
of course. We know lot have left, but most oI them went to Texas.
Of course, the situation there has gone very sour. There are no jobs
there either, so they are corning back. A lot of them are coming
back to Michigan.

Not that they hope toI don't know how much they hope to find
jobs, but they couldn't find any jobs back there. The s'ipport sys-
tem, were not there either. So I think some people, of course, have
gone on welfare. Many people, suspect, families and single people.
We have a lot of people on welfare with very minimal welfare as-
sistance.

Mr. GEPHARDT. Do you have any figures on how many people,are-
now still on unemployment benefits and how many people ,are on
welfare and how many of your members have left the area? Do you
have any statistics like that?

Ms. FISCHER. We don't have anyt.1-Thg, you ltn, that pertains
only to our union. However, Ms. Siegner is telling me that we
could supply vol.! with figures for States where most of the impact
has come fror: toworkers. We would be glad to provide that to
you.

Mr. That would be good.
Ms. We don't have it right now.
[The iormati referred to above follows:]

TO LAID-OFF' UAW WOIIIERS IN MIC:i1GAN AND OHIO

More than :....o-fit-ths of the UAW's membership resides in Michigan and Ohio.
Unemployment in both States has been of unprecedented duration and depth, affect-
ing more people and lasting longer than any other downturn since the Depression.
The economic downturn has lasted so long that hundreds of thousands of the unem-
ployed have been unable to find work and have exhausted their unemployment com-
pensation benefits. In 1982. 135,000 workers in Michigan anc! 121.000 workers in
Ohio exhausted their Federal-State extended UI benefits, and 1111.000 workers in
both States exhausted their Federal supplemental compensation benefits.

Public assistance caseloads have risen dramatically since the onset of the reces-
sion, primarily because more and more Michigan and Ohio residents have joined the
new poor" ;15 they have exhausted their unemployment benefits and saving,;. The

number of Michigan residents receiving direct public assistance payments has
grown nearly -10 percent since 1979. A total of 1 Michigan residents received
money assistance during 1982 in any given monthnearly 12 percent of the State's
population. Although at this time we do not have the corresponding cl?tail for Ohio,
the experience in Ohio undoubtedly has been similar to that in Michigan.



In Nlicii:g.an the AFDC- L those for a,sistance
cause the pitrunt '.; unempl,..yment has deprived the ,Miiciren or child in the fattl.iV
of parental support or care, iiias risen dramatically over the last :-; yearsfrom
about T,,Itql) recipients monthly in 19t-o to 1 a month In Ohio, month-
ly recipients have risen from 9-1,o(H) t; 1,110"; rmili, who
would have been eligible for and received AFDC-U to the more re-

,.trictive Federal eligibility requirements which took ;. her I. 11fr2, have
been forced to turn to emergency services until they have use.: p their asset..; down
to the poverty level

General assistance -GAi, a State program providing cash assistance ii rd medical
coverage primarily to low income. single adults, and childless couple's, also is

to increases ,n unemployment. nurnr,r of GA recipients in Michigan in-
or--ased dramatically from IHO to fron. ;:n average of S6,000 per month to
:1-.00n per morith. D-pite cutbacks. which eliminated thousands
GA and which barred thous:ands more from ,malifying for benefits, the
GA recipient., went up again in 19s2 to an .:.,...rage of 1:2:3,00o recipients monthly In
Ohio, monthly general relief recipients rose from i;i,,Poo in Is to .(too ca :10-

and to 1:40.0(H) in 1:4,1.: These sharp r.ses r,f-iect the 1;ersisten:, of Inch unemploy-
ment in both States

Mr. GEPHARDT. The last thing in a hearing I had in St.
last Friday, we found that undo-: unemployment comy,n,atiun
law in Missouri, u.nemployed ors could not go to retrain-
ing school at the junior college, unemployed. becau:-,e one of
the requirements in Missouri is G. .n order to get the compensa-
tier. ',lave to be ready to take any available job, and you have

ut -,,',.rough a drill with the unemployment office.
FISCHER. I see.

Mr. r.iEPHARDT. So th,T We could not have these people go
itning during the period they are on unemployment compensa-

on. Is that the case, to your knowledue. in most of the States
where you have high unemployment?

Ms. PiFeHER. Yes, apparently that is true in many States. Again.
we don't have the list and we vdl he happy to provide that to you.
too. is not one of them.

Mr. GEPHARoT. 1.\ ould you do :Oat, give us list and whin Inf-
lows are in those States'.'

Ms. Fisct-u.:R. Sure.
Mr. Up]Pli..,..1:1)1.. \V' ),..11d appreciate 7 Hid.
[The rt-ierred to roliows:1

,tfrir,tc 1(4

TftAiNito. 1.1 lisa
cv in respen,,- io ''cur requesi lis A ti states where unemp -d work-

er-- ;I!'r ineligible for Ill cc they particip,oe :t1.1 training r..roirnor.
The most compreheri-c.e Cm!.;.irison of state unemployment ir,urilnct is put out

lc, the Department of 1...ribor. Attach,-. are the excerpts pertaining. to training. As
!he matenal inciiciiies, !he Federal Unemployment Tax Act lbj.lafA requires that
all states pr'' Ii ,iornpensation beneficiaries for any week during which
sh- rig course tipprovi-ci by the state UI agency. I fm. -Vet', the
federal lily, d-e- 71.o criteria for the stutt.s to us' ifl evaluating tra .ing pro-
.:r.ints Some slates have piontified cc rciridcjrds to be u-4-d, but tr-- ot speci-
fy CrItr.ri.i :IpprOVid ACC.rriltIg 1,, 1)epartment of Labor, ivio, training
generally is limited to vocational or basic education training. V.1 a thorough
seiirch of each state.- laws and the applications of such laws to trai programs, it
wooli corm;nle a ',1st cf the types of tr:iinirw programs that ap-
pr.,V.cf ;Ind disappo 'Yeti in eAch stiite

:! riti-;rn.-:
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LI LISEH.S: This transrn:ttal beg'ns a series of se:r. . no
rei.,cting changes in State unemployment insuranci. that

tive since publication of the January II4?-2 Cornp-It-i_.,,n in it new forma:
v:sed pages Indicated by Revised January 1`.0.-:

:.;ose on::. will identified with the neA date

inf-,.;

re :;.(ling to of tra:ne,-
of rruder, included in many Sta:e laws. The studi.nt provisioris discussed in
-action

Ff1 'quire-. 'a- a cor,dit an for empl)yers in it normal tax
State laws prol.-tde that L.omperis;ation shall not fv a to an other-

able Cr any week during which he is attencl: i trirjnirig course
approval of the State agency. Also, all State lay..c. that trade

L.es not be denied to an otherwise eligible week during
:ie is in training approved under the Traio Act o' -..ause of leaving

able employm,mt to enter such training. In additi.>: -;t,-_te law must pro-
.- that individuals in training not be held ineligible _ being un-

available for work, for failing to make an active seat-ca ;nr or for failing to
accept an offer of, or for refusal of, suitable work

Prior to the enactment of the Federal law: more than fiat: :h' St:des had pr,vi-
sions in their laws for the payment of benefits to individuals taking training or re-
training con es. The requirement of the rede law does not extend to the criteria
that States oust use in approving training. A' Agh some State laws have sot fort,
the standards to be used, many do not spec chat types of training Crem.raii:.-.
aPP!" trair..Mg is limited to vocational or education training. thereby E
eluding regularly eriroed students from collecting benefits u::der the approve .
training provision.

:Massachusetts and Michigan. in addil!on to providing regular benefits while
claimant a!tends an industrial retraining or other voca'--,' lor

extol d benefits equal to I-, !hr. trn,fieti.- -111. benefits rilte 6,*

While in -!most all :-.,tates the participatin of claimants in ::oproved training
courses, i .ntary, in the District Columbia, Idaho and Miss,uri an ind,vidual
may be rop..red to accept trainir.g.

California has establish, demonstration project to last until that will.
using special eligibility criteria and other procedures. te.-d ..i-feetivenecs of train-
ing selected individuals for new iiibr while collecting unempft,, cent benefits, :.,so,
established an emplu.!.Ment training prog7zim 10 last until January 1:e.,7, to fo---.rer
creation, minimize employer's unemployment costs and ms-at empinyer's needs
skilled workers by providing skilled training to recent unempi::yrt,t insyrance
claimants, exhausts-es and E,otentiallv displaced workers.

450.0.2 Students.---Mcst States exclude :ram coverage service performed h. stu-
dents for educational institutions (Table 10:1,; New York also excludes part-time
work by a day student in elementary or secondary school. In addition, many States
have special provisions limiting the benefit rights of students who have had covered
employment See MH0, .107. In some of ih, States the disqualification is for the
duration of the unemployment; in others, ..:uring attendance at school or during the
.cho,)I term Colorado provides for a disqualification of ..:n to 12 weeks plus an
equal reduction in benefits. In Iowa a student is considered to he engaged in -cus-
tomary self-employment .'rid zis such is not eligible for benefits: Idaho does not con-
:ider a student unemph while attending school during the custornart working
hours of the OCrilipati(" ....Eepf for students in approved training.

few States disqualify claimants during scho attendance and Montana and
l'tah f x Nnd the disqualification to vacation perrx..s. In Utah the disqualification is
not Applicable if the major i?,,rtio,, base-period wages were earned

Atter,dinc ::todents deerr,,d "ailah!, for wor-1
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MS. FISCHER. Well, Ms. Siegner is also telling me that under
JPTA you are able to continue to collect UI. If you go through
training, you are able to continue to college. That would be in the
dislocated workers portion of JPTA. That would be like a national
guideline. So Missouriyou are talking about funds in Missouri
which are not JPTA funds?

M- r7rPT-1 A P.DT. Right.
'.'.ISCHER. Right.

Mr. GEPHARDT. Apparently. you see, there were a Fit of unem-
ployed workers getting unemployment who would like to just
enroll with their own money in the juiliUr college. We have a very
good junior college system in Missouri. They have lots of training
programs.

Ms. FISCHE:R. Right.
Mr. GEPHARDT. They wanted to go there wVie they were unem-

ployed, which makes good sense to me, but they couldn't do it.
MS. FISCHER. Yes.
Mr. GEPHARDT. I guess in one of the extended beneF: programs,

you have to be on the street 8 hours looking for job.
Ms FISCHER. Right.
Mr. GEPHARDT. I guess you could go at night but it would be diffi-

cult to work it out. I would like to know how many States have
that problem. It seems we have an unemployment comp program
that is costing both State and Federal Government .3.nd employers
a lot of money to support.

We do want to extend the benefit. I think it is very important to
do that. But it seems to me that is time and money that could well
be used in retraining while people are unemployed, rather than
going up and down the street looking for jobs that aren't there.

MS. FISCHER. Right.
Mr. GEPHARDT. Thank you very much for being here. I appreciate

very r-mt,di your participat here.
F!SCHF:R. Thank you eery much.
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Mr. GEPHAF:DT This 'Kill end this o! t ak force
We will h;,v,-: an additional ar-Id se:-.-_sion on

noon of uf this wi±1-:. Thank you.
!Whereupon. at am
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